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The focus of this study is process dynamics and defect formation in planar-flow
melt spinning (PFMS), a single-stage metal casting process characterized by rapid
solidification and thin product. PFMS is particularly attractive for the manufac-
ture of magnetic materials due to very high cooling rates. However, this technique
has seen limited commercial adoption and virtually no portability between alloys
due to an incomplete understanding of how cast parameters manifest into final
ribbon properties. The ability to predict and control these properties, particularly
product thickness, is essential to make a single-stage process viable. In this the-
sis, several parametric influences on thickness are explored, ranging across many
length-scales.
A millimeter-scale periodic thickness variation is characterized, wherein it is
established in what parameter range and at what frequency these defects appear.
This inspires the study of a simplified capillary/inertia dynamical system, whose
stability and dynamics are analyzed. Also, we revisit a larger-scale variation in
thickness, attributed to the expansion of the wheel and subsequent changes in cast-
geometry. This study yields a physical model that captures dynamics that were
previously accessible only through an empirical fit. Recently acquired equipment
and newly developed experimental methodologies allow for a better characteriza-
tion of some cast parameters, which are described in depth.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Planar-Flow Melt
Spinning
1.1 Overview
Planar-flow melt spinning (PFMS), also known as single-roll melt spinning or spin
casting, is a single-stage continuous casting method known for rapid solidification
of thin metal sheets, ribbon or wires. Cast products typically range between 10
µm to 2 mm thick in the dimension normal to the substrate, but may be over 15
cm wide and hundreds of meters long; e.g. a continuous spool of 25 µm thick sheet
used for transformer cores weighs over 25 kilograms.
The method, shown schematically in Figs. [1.1(a)] and [1.1(b)], comprises
forcing molten metal through a planar orifice onto a nearby moving substrate.
The molten metal forms a puddle between the orifice nozzle and the substrate, in
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the casting apparatus from (a) a side view and (b) a front
view. (c) Detailed diagram of contact-zone displaying puddle region.
which the substrate removes sensible and latent heat from the metal, causing it
to solidify rapidly. As the metal translates with the substrate, the liquid layer is
depleted and then the metal begins to cool. Cooling leads to thermal contraction,
which detaches the product from the substrate. Continuous product is formed as
long as the puddle, shown in Fig. [1.1(c)], is stable. The puddle region is subject
to a variety of instabilities, which generally result in variations in thickness in the
product. The primary purpose of this study is to better understand and suppress
these instabilities and thus the defects associated with them.
Section [1.2] recapitulates the history of PFMS. Sections [1.2.1]-[1.2.3] review
the literature, revealing the physical regimes of PFMS. Section [1.3] briefly de-
scribes PFMS at Cornell University. Section [1.4] details the objectives of this
study.
31.2 Background
In this study, the metals are aluminum alloys and the substrate is a rotating CuBe
wheel. However, a variety of alloy and substrate combinations have been studied
since 1975, driven to varying degrees by both the metallurgical advantages of rapid
solidification, up to order 106 K/s, allowing the production of microcrystalline
and amorphous alloys (e.g. Hitachi-Metglas), and the single-stage manufacturing
of thin products, which must otherwise be formed to the desired thickness (e.g.
Alcoa, RSP Technology). PFMS has seen limited commercialization primarily due
to the challenge of stabilizing the puddle region.
Traditional (batch) near-net casting techniques comprise solidfying material
into an ingot orders of magnitude larger than the desired thickness that is then
formed to specification using a series of hot and cold rolling steps, represented by
Fig. [1.2(a)]. Continuous single-stage casting emerged from a patent by Bessemer
in 1865, who proposed that liquid metal be fed between two water-cooled rollers
to recover a strip of steel, whose thickness would be determined by the spacing of
these rollers. The study of continuous casting focused primarily on iron and steel
alloys for the next century. However, the first major breakthrough was in 1929,
when C.W. Hazelett designed and operated the first commercial continuous casting
line, wherein a twin-roll caster and in-line stamping was used to produce lead
components for automotive batteries. In 1949, Hazelett invented the first twin-belt
caster, but it was not until 2002 when Nucor Steel first commissioned a commercial
twin-rolling plant for steel. Through this process, known as Castrip, Nucor can
produce steel strip as thin as 1.6 mm at speeds around 1 meter per second. The
production speed is limited by the need to hot and cold roll the product in-line.
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Figure 1.2: Various casting methods.
The multi-stage continuous casting process is represented schematically in Fig.
[1.2(b)].
In the mid 1950s, J.L. Hunter introduced twin-roll casting for the production
of aluminum Venetian blinds, allowing cast gauges of near 6 mm and eliminat-
ing the need for hot rolling[15]. This single-stage casting technology, c.f. Fig.
[1.2(c)], through the company now known as FATA Hunter, has supplied over 150
machines to 29 countries. Beginning in the 1960s, the Aluminum Corporation of
America (Alcoa) patented new continuous casting techniques specific to aluminum
5and magnesium alloys. From this research, which helps support the current study,
and acquisitions such as the Kaiser Micro-Mill, which was an important variant of
the Hazelett process[15], Alcoa had deployed 22 continuous casters by 1999. Allied
Chemical Corporation began producing amorphous metals in 1970, and patented
one version of planar-flow melt spinning by the end of the decade[55]. Now known
as Hitachi-Metglas, this company has advanced PFMS throughout the past three
decades, and is the leading producer of amorphous metal ribbon. However, even
for established commercial single-stage casting, and particularly in PFMS, product
quality remains a challenge. A major detriment to product quality is failure of the
dynamic contact line involved with melt/substrate wetting.
In practice, deterministic models for process dynamics in PFMS are only re-
cently emerging in a field dominated by heuristics, and changing alloys can change
everything. Despite this, the physics of PFMS exhibit a wide variety of interesting
dynamics, making it an attractive system to model. The following sections describe
the physical regimes involved and relevant literature results. These conclusions are
drawn based upon the parameters involved in the process, listed in Table [1.1] and
the substrate properties given in Table [1.2]. Resulting dimensionless groups and
approximate ranges are in Table [1.3]. The abbreviations used throughout the
following sections are collected in Table [1.4]. The wide variety of length scales in
PFMS are often physically coupled. Some of these length scales, ranging from 100
m to 1 µm, and their physical sources, are listed in Fig. [1.3].
6Length Scale Physical Source
Cast Length Thermal Expansion
Wheel Circumference Variation in Gap
Crosswave Defect Interfacial Dynamics
Puddle Length Mass Balance in Puddle
Gap Height Hydrodynamic Resistance
Herringbone Defect Interfacial Dynamics
Ribbon Thickness Process Parameters
Ribbon Roughness Various Defects
Grain Size Solidification Rate
Dendrite Arm Spacing Solidification Rate
Figure 1.3: Length scales in PFMS.
1.2.1 Fluid Mechanics
The fluid mechanics of PFMS has been extensively reviewed[72, 41, 42], wherein
it is shown that solidification is limited by the rate at which material is supplied
to the solidification front (i.e. feed-limited). It is also established that heat and
momentum transfer decouple at linear order in PFMS, as their respective lines
of flux are almost orthogonal. The order of this decoupling is determined by the
so-called solidification parameter  = T/L << 1, the slope of the solidification
front[19]. As → 0, the heat flow into the solidification front aligns normal to the
substrate, and the fluid flows tangent to the substrate. This becomes evident upon
examination of the puddle mass balance, TU = LV¯ , which implies that  = V¯ /U ,
and thus the solidification velocity and substrate translation effects on the fluid
are decoupled by scale[42].
As Re = O(105), inertia dominates viscous effects, and viscous length scales are
very small. However, despite the high Re, the flow is laminarized by the suction
boundary layer that feeds solidification, suppressing turbulence and stabilizing the
7Process and product parameters
Process variables
G 0.5− 1.3 mm nozzle-wheel gap
U 4− 15 m/s substrate translation rate
∆P ≈ 4000 Pa pressure at nozzle inlet
T 50− 200 µm ribbon thickness
L 5− 20 mm puddle length
θh 987 K initial temperature of melt
Puddle geometry
B 1.6− 3 mm nozzle breadth
W 25− 50 mm nozzle width
Feed material properties (Al-7% Si unless otherwise noted)[34]
η 10−3 kg m−1s−1 kinematic viscosity (1033 K)
ρ 2.3 x 103 kg m−3 density of liquid metal
ρs 2.7 x 10
3 kg m−3 density of solid metal
θm 887 K melting temperature of metal
σ 0.86 N m−1 surface tension of liquid metal
Cp,l 1080 J kg
−1K−1 heat capacity of liquid metal
Cp,s 938 J kg
−1K−1 heat capacity of solid metal
∆Hf 3.87 x 10
5 J kg−1 latent heat of fusion of metal (0.99% Al)
Table 1.1: Process variables and material parameters.
puddle region. The fluid must turn and accelerate to the substrate velocity, U ,
stretching the streamlines and creating a scenario in which Bernoulli-type charac-
teristics dominate. In this regime, dynamic pressure is conserved along Bernoulli
streamlines throughout the puddle. Recognition of this led to the discovery of
a relationship between ribbon thickness and gap height, T/G ∝ √∆P/U2, and
subsequent modeling has refined this scaling and resulted in empirical, predictive
models[38, 63, 75].
8Substrate parameters
Substrate geometry
Rw 30 or 45 cm radius of wheel
Cw 188 or 283 cm diameter of wheel
d 1.27 cm wheel depth
Ww 13.5 cm wheel width
Substrate material properties (Cu-% Be)
ρw 8.96 x 10
3 kg m−3 density of substrate
Cp,w 385 J kg
−1 K −1 heat capacity of substrate
αL 1.65 x 10
−5 K−1 coefficient of linear thermal expansion
ν 0.3 Poisson ratio
E 1.28 x 105 Pa Young’s modulus
Table 1.2: Substrate geometry and material properties.
In reality, the flow is not irrotational, and previous works have investigated
the vorticity transport across the puddle[64]. Vorticity is generated through the
history of the flow (e.g. at the inlet due to expansion and flow past a corner, and
through transients as the flow is established) and is advected across the control
volume, but generation of vorticity in the bulk is negligible. Any vorticity must
vanish as the last material solidifies. In [64] it is shown the solidificication bound-
ary adds or removes vorticity from the flow as necessary to satisfy diffusive and
advective material flux requirements. It is also shown that a constant vorticity can
advect through the bulk unaltered, which led to the approach in [10], wherein a
constant vorticity is introduced as a deviation from irrotational flow. This method
predicts recirculation in the puddle region, and a relationship between vorticity
and detachment of the DSM. However these models have yet to find closure, and
thus the study of the relationship between vorticity and puddle stability continues.
9Dimensionless groups
Geometry
B/G 1.5− 3 breadth-to-gap ratio
W/G 25− 100 width-to-gap ratio
Process
T/G 0.1− 0.3 thickness-to-gap ratio
Re ≡ UG/2η 105 Reynolds number
We ≡ ρU2G/2σ 25− 200 Weber number
PI ≡ ∆PG/2σ 0.4− 3 pressure index
Ca ≡ ρηU/2σ 10−2 capillary number
 ≡ T/L = V¯ /U 10−2 solidification parameter
(θh − θm) / (θh − θc) 0.14 sensible heat fraction
(θm − θc) / (θh − θc) 0.86 latent heat fraction
SteL ≡ Cp,l (θh − θm) /∆Hf 0.1− 0.3 liquid Stefan number,
Pei ≡ ρiCp,iUG/ki 102 Peclet number in solid (i=s)
and liquid (i=l)
Table 1.3: Dimensionless groups and typical values.
Of particular interest is the detachment of the menisci from the slot inlet[42, 5],
which experiment has associated with defect formation[14]. This will be discussed
in more depth in Section [1.2.3].
1.2.2 Heat Transfer
The melt enters at a temperature above θm, and must cool before it can solidify.
As the melt quenches, it generates latent heat. The majority of this thermal energy
goes into the substrate, causing it to heat up. Heat-up causes thermal stress, and
can lead to thermal fracturing of the substrate, both inconvenient and dangerous.
An in-depth treatment of the thermal expansion of the wheel can be found in
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Abbreviations
PFMS planar-flow melt spinning
USM upstream meniscus
DSM downstream meniscus
CW crosswave casting-defect
HB herringbone casting-defect
Table 1.4: Abbreviations.
Chapter 4.
Because the bulk flow and the solidification are decoupled, the rate at which the
substrate can absorb this heat determines the solidification velocity. Despite the
high Pel, high thermal gradients between the puddle and the substrate result in
conduction-dominated heat transport, especially in the solidification region, where
the latent heat must be removed. This latent heat represents almost 90 % of the
thermal energy that must be absorbed by the substrate. The limiting thermal
resistance is the heat transfer between the product and the solid substrate, and
there have been many attempts to establish a heat transfer coefficient HW between
these two solids[29, 74, 21, 53, 17, 30, 61, 83, 45, 46]. A brief review of these
methods appears in Byrne (2007).
The need for a heat-transfer coefficient arises from the imperfect contact be-
tween the product and the wheel. In an idealized case, the solid product would
perfectly conform to the substrate and HW → ∞. However, for this to be the
case, the melt would have to completely wet the substrate. Wetting-failure and
air-entrainment result in heat-transfer interruptions and lower this heat transfer
coefficient. Non-uniform air entrainment results in local variations in HW and
defect formation, the subject of the next section.
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1.2.3 Defect Formation
Fluid flow, heat transfer, and interfacial instabilities lead to variations in solidifi-
cation velocity and product thickness. These variations, known as casting-defects,
appear across many length-scales. The longest-scale thickness variation results
from thermal expansion of the substrate, which reduces the nozzle-wheel gap, and
manifests as a gradual decrease in thickness over the length of the cast. This
casting-defect can be avoided, however, if the substrate is cooled sufficiently to
remain isothermal. Eccentricities of the wheel change the gap spacing, as well,
and appear on the scale of the circumference. Machining (e.g. diamond polishing
immediately before casting) can reduce the amplitude of this defect to a desired
tolerance, but there can be no perfectly circular substrate.
Shorter-scale defects have been observed, as well. Several previous studies have
focused on the parameter windows in which shorter-scale casting-defects appear[18,
60, 14]. Interfacial instabilities are a major source of these defects. The basis
of PFMS lies in the suppression of jet instabilities often associated with other
melt spinning processes[55], but other sources of instability persist. The puddle
is generally free to spread along the nozzle, and the pressure inside the puddle,
nozzle geometry and chemistry, and wheel-speed influence the behavior of the
puddle meniscus. From the analysis of experimental results by Carpenter & Steen
(1992) emerged an empirical window of operability, based on the Weber number
We ≡ ρU2/(2σ/G) and the pressure inside the puddle scaled by capillarity, called
the Pressure Index, PI = ∆P/(2σ/G). This window established a regime in
which the puddle is robust to “blow-out”- and “pull-under”-related casting-defects,
two interfacial instabilities where the upstream meniscus experiences excessive or
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insufficient pressure, respectively. However, these results were only quantitative for
the material properties and geometry in question. This was refined by theoretical
considerations by Byrne, et al (2006)[14], which allowed extensions to different
experimental circumstances, informed by similar investigations in extrusion and
bead coating[67, 36].
Failure of melt/substrate wetting has also been associated with defect forma-
tion. Early methods of suppression reduced the density of the ambient gas in the
vicinity of the upstream meniscus, and a brief history of these methods is provided
in Liebermann (1986)[47]. These methods aimed to suppress the so-called “gas
pocket defect” caused by air entrainment between the metal and substrate. En-
trapped gas pockets slow the heat transfer, and thus the local solidification rate is
reduced, sometimes perforating the product. The failure of the dynamic contact
line is not unique to PFMS, and wetting has been the subject of extensive study
as summarized by several reviews[24, 26, 27, 6]. Also of interest are the studies
of coating flows, recently the subject of review[84], which often has strong geo-
metric similarities to PFMS. Also, the coating of rough surfaces has lead to the
examination of dynamic contact line failure[22].
The sources of some defects have remained mysterious, despite empirically dis-
overed means of suppression. Praisner et al (1995), using a 50/50 Pb-Sn alloy,
observed that two casting-defects, termed the “dimpled” and “striated” defects,
are suppressed when the liquid Stefan number, SteL = Cp (θh − θm) /∆Hf is con-
strained to the range 0.1 ≤ SteL ≤ 0.3. Here, Cp, θh, θm and ∆Hf are the heat
capacity of the liquid, the feed temperature of molten liquid, the melting temper-
ature and the heat of fusion, respectively. The investigators proposed that this
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suppression may be a balance of reduced surface tension at high temperature and
an increased viscosity at low temperature. However, since surface tension and
viscosity do not appear in SteL, this explanation seems suspect.
More recently, the crosswave defect was associated with oscillations of the up-
stream meniscus, resulting in entrained rows of pockets in the cross-stream di-
rection, spaced at a wavelength corresponding to this oscillation[12]. Despite the
understanding of this defect, methods of its suppression are not well-established.
One means of suppression is by casting at low pressures, such that the puddle re-
mains pinned to the inlet nozzle. However, this typically results in the herringbone
defect, the focus of Chapter 2.
1.3 PFMS at Cornell University
The planar-flow spin casting apparatus comprises a sealed graphite crucible, sur-
rounded by induction heating coils, seated an adjustable distance above a sub-
strate, represented in Fig. [1.1(a)]. From the bottom of the crucible extends a
nozzle, through which molten metal is introduced to the substrate. A nozzle in-
sert containing a slot through which the metal flows during the cast allows the
precise machining of the breadth, B, width, W , and other geometric characteris-
tics bounding the fluid flow into the contact zone, as shown in Fig. [1.1(c)]. The
substrate is a copper-berrylium wheel whose rate of rotation is set before the cast
and then measured throughout the cast by a tachometer, in rotations per minute,
which is then reported as a linear velocity, U . The distance between the bottom
of the nozzle and the substrate, henceforth referred to as the gap G, is set before
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the cast begins. As the cast progresses, heat is absorbed by the wheel causing it to
expand. For casts after 2006, the resulting deviation in the substrate is measured
by a capacitance gauge and subtracted from the initial gap to provide pointwise
gap measurement throughout the cast.
A supply of pressurized Argon is applied, via a pressure regulator, to the inside
of the crucible to prevent oxide formation and incease the inlet flow rate. Prior to
casting, an initial pressure is applied to evacuate oxygen, water vapor, and other
potentially reactive gases, and then the crucible is sealed. This initial pressure re-
mains constant until the cast begins, when the pressure is increased to compensate
for the loss of metallostatic head as the metal reservoir is depleted. The reported
pressure ∆P is the average of the sum of the applied and hydrostatic pressures
experienced at the beginning of the nozzle entry, which remains fairly constant
throughout the cast. After a cast, the ribbon product is cut into segments whose
width and mass are measured. The average thickness T of each segment is then
calculated and temporally associated with other measured casting parameters. For
many casts, high speed imaging of the puddle region is performed. Casts prior to
the summer of 2008 are imaged using a Kodak EktaPro high-speed video system,
after which a Redlake MotionXtra HG-100K is utilized. Video is captured between
3000 and 50,000 fps, with resolutions up to 6 µm per pixel using a 90 mm macro
lens. A 150 Watt incandescent bulb shines through the gap between nozzle and
wheel toward the camera, backlighting the puddle during a cast. Direct visual
observation of the contact zone allows for characterization of the upstream menis-
cus (USM) as ‘unpinned’, where the USM contact line may move along the nozzle
and maintains a fixed contact angle, or ‘pinned’, where the USM contact line is
constrained on the nozzle slot. Video analysis also allows direct observation of
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the motion of both the USM and the downstream meniscus (DSM). More specific
descriptions of the experimental apparatus and methodology appear in previous
works [18, 12].
1.4 Objectives
In this study we aim to better understand the defects that appear in planar-flow
melt spinning.
Chapter 2 focuses on the herringbone casting-defect, a periodic variation in
product thickness which appears at a short wavelength during some casts. Data
from many casts examining herringbone defect are examined through scaling anal-
ysis. Also, a necessary condition for the appearance of herringbone defect is estab-
lished: a pinned upstream meniscus. Comparison to the crosswave defect, and from
this, the operating window is partitioned into expected herringbone and crosswave
defect regions. These results lead to speculation about sufficient conditions for the
appearance of herringbone defect.
Chapter 3 examines the dynamics of a simplified dynamical system inspired
by motion of the upstream meniscus. Two menisci of circular-cap cross section
are coupled through a conduit. The stability and finite-amplitude dynamics of
center-of-mass motion are examined, and previous studies are used to bound where
center-of-mass motion is expected.
In Chapter 4 is a study of the thermal expansion of the substrate. Expan-
sion changes the geometry of the puddle region and effects the product thick-
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ness. Previous studies have examined this phenomenon assuming uniform thermal
expansion[76], but here a derivation of the thermo-elastic governing equations along
with assumptions is presented for the first time. Further, a new model allowing
for non-uniform thermal expansion is presented.
Chapter 5 describes in-depth the changes to the experimental apparatus and
methodologies made since Spring 2007.
Appendices presenting relevant supplemental information are included. Ap-
pendix A summarizes the cast data since Spring 2007. Appendix B examines
the dynamics of the downstream meniscus and compares to previous predictions.
Appendix C presents the analysis of a gravity-capillary oscillator inspired by the
PFMS geometry.
Chapter 2
High-Frequency Defect Formation
in Planar-Flow Melt Spinning∗
2.1 Introduction
In single-stage casting, process dynamics dictate product properties. In this study,
we examine how process parameters influence short-wavelength (or high-frequency)
variations in product thickness in the planar-flow melt spinning (PFMS) casting
process. PFMS is a single-stage metal casting process characterized by rapid so-
lidification and thin product[55]. Local variations in product thickness can result
from disturbances to the fluid flow[76] or to heat transport[12] from the melt.
Here, we examine two thickness variations that have been associated with periodic
interruptions to the heat-transfer between the product and substrate. These heat-
∗Manuscript to be submitted for publication as: B.L. Cox and P.H. Steen, ‘Short-wavelength
herringbone lines produced in Planar-Flow Melt Spinning’.
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transfer interruptions result in cosmetic, mechanical and material variations in the
ribbon product, and are typically considered ‘defects’. We aim to predict when
and where these defects appear in parameter space so that they may be anticipated
or avoided. Further, understanding these heat-transfer disturbances presents an
opportunity for controlled patterning of the product at short length-scales[11].
Predicting variations in product properties is essential to any single-stage cast-
ing process, where post-solidification processing is minimal or non-existent. This is
particularly true in PFMS, where ideal conditions result in very high cooling rates,
ranging from 104 to 108 Kelvin per second[43]. A major commercial application of
PFMS is the manufacture of magnetic materials where rapid solidification produces
amorphous alloys with attractive properties. Rapid solidification allows microcrys-
talline and amorphous microstructures inaccessible to slower processes[56]. Amor-
phous molecular configurations provide advantages in a variety of induction-based
electromagnetic applications[33], from electro-acoustic surveillance devices[35] to
the latest generation of high-efficiency transformer cores[32]. However, unexpected
disturbances to heat-transfer reduce the efficacy of PFMS in this setting by slowing
solidification.
The PFMS process was patented in 1979[55] and has been subject to signif-
icant study. Of particular interest to this study is a review of the process fluid
mechanics[72]. An indepth summary of recent PFMS literature appears in Byrne
et al (2006a)[12]. Previous studies of defects in PFMS have primarily used scaling
analysis to examine the regime in which various defects appear. Empirical bounds
have been identified for the surpression of several casting defects[18, 60]. Semi-
empirical models have refined some of these bounds by including the physics of
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Figure 2.1: (a) Wheel-side of Al-Si ribbon exhibiting the crosswave defect, where
λCW ≈ 7 mm. (b) Wheel-side of Al-Si ribbon exhibiting the herringbone defect,
where λHB ≈ 1.5 mm. The dimensions of each are 5 cm by 10 cm.
the puddle region[14]. However, some defects have thus far eluded suppression,
including a type of casting defect known as crosswave (CW), which was the focus
of a recent, in-depth investigation[12]. This defect appears as cross-stream rows
of microscopic dimples of depths O(10 µm) on the substrate-side of the ribbon
product. These rows appear macroscopically as patterned cross-stream markings,
as shown in Fig. [2.1(a)]. This row of dimples impedes the heat-transfer from the
melt to the substrate, resulting in troughs on the air-side of the ribbon. These
dimples coincide with oscillations of the upstream meniscus (USM) of the melt
puddle. This defect is seen in a large region of otherwise stable parameter values.
Similar to CW but shorter in wavelength, the herringbone (HB) defect is the
focus of this article. A photograph of typical HB on the wheel-side of a ribbon is
shown in Fig. [2.1(b)]. This defect was first reported by Carpenter and Steen[18],
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and was also discussed in Praisner, et al[60] and Byrne, et al[12]. In his thesis,
EA Theisen presented characteristics of HB observed during the study of CW[75].
Theisen observed that HB frequency has a capillary scaling, and that it appears
at a higher frequency than CW. It was also reported that HB coincides with low
overpressure. It was speculated that this low overpressure results in a puddle that
is pinned at the nozzle slot. Unlike CW, high-speed video (up to 60,000 fps) did
not reveal an oscillation of the meniscus coinciding with the HB frequency.
Relevant to PFMS is the study of flows near contact-lines, which have also been
subject to significant review[26, 24, 6, 27]. The conditions governing the liquid
metal/vapor interfaces determine the nature of the contact-lines, with several pos-
sible configurations[71], shown in Fig. [2.2]. The liquid puddle is bounded above,
by nozzle through which it is delivered, and below, by the substrate upon which
it will solidify, shown in Fig. [2.2(a)]. The interfaces of the puddle are influenced
by the geometry of the nozzle, which is 5 cm wide and 1.6 mm in breadth, B, an
aspect ratio of almost 50. The upstream meniscus (USM) and downstream menis-
cus (DSM) are the liquid metal/vapor interfaces into the plane. Fig. [2.2(b)(top)]
shows two possible states for the nozzle/puddle/vapor line, CL 1. The contact-
line between the puddle and the nozzle may be confined (i.e. pinned, the left
schematic) to the inlet slot of the nozzle, e.g. at low pressure. If this contact-line
unpins from the slot (i.e. unpinned, the right schematic), it then forms a contact
angle as dictated by hydrodynamics and interfacial energies between the metal,
the nozzle and the surrounding vapor. At sufficiently high pressure, this contact-
line will migrate to the extremes of the nozzle, eventually becoming unstable[14].
Fig. [2.2(b)(bottom)] shows two possible states for the substrate/puddle/vapor
contact-line. If the flow at this boundary feeds directly into solidification (i.e.
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non-wetting, the left schematic) the contact angle is determined by the ratio of
densities between solid and liquid metal[71]. In this case, there is a four-phase
contact-line (quad-junction) composed of substrate, solidified metal, liquid metal
and surrounding vapor. Alternatively, if some liquid near the contact-line turns
up toward the nozzle, the contact-line is a moving contact-line (i.e. wetting, the
left schematic). In this case, there will be a three-phase contact-line (tri-junction)
between liquid metal, the surrounding vapor and the solid substrate, with a sin-
gularity in stress due to a multivalued velocity field[26].
Due to small, highly-curved liquid menisci, interfacial forces play an important
role in many of the process dynamics, including casting defects[12]. Despite a high
Reynolds number, the rapid solidification of the metal is thought to laminarize the
flow[71] and this laminarization, along with capillarity, is credited with stabilizing
the puddle region[55]. The geometry of PFMS is similar to many liquid film coating
processes. This literature is represented in extensive reviews, e.g. Ruschak (1985)
and Weinstein & Ruschak (2004)[68, 84]. Potentially relevant are stability results
regarding fluid interfaces in liquid (e.g. slide, slot and sheet) coating[36, 67, 20], and
the connections established between interfacial instabilities and defect formation in
coating processes[25]. However, unlike PFMS, coating flows are often characterized
by low Reynolds number flow. Thus, dynamics of the fluids can be significantly
different. In general, many studies of coating flow with similarities to PFMS utilize
analytical methods and numerical simulations that explore the flow dynamics and
stability. These publications serve as a guide for the study of PFMS.
In Sec. [2.2], we describe two common classes of periodic defects and com-
pare the HB casting defect to these classes. We briefly describe the experimental
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic representation of the puddle indicating different material
regions. The vertical dimension is stretched from a typical aspect ratio of 1:10
height to length. A fixed nozzle (grey) and moving substrate (brown) bound a
solidifying metal. Liquid metal (red) forms an upstream meniscus (USM) between
the nozzle and substrate. a downstream meniscus (DSM) between the nozzle and
solidified metal (blue, horizontal shading). The upstream contact-line between the
metal and vapor (CL 1) and between the substrate, liquid metal and vapor (CL 2)
are indicated and shown in insets. (b) (top) Two possible states of CL 1 wherein
(top, left) the contact-line is pinned at the nozzle edge and (top, right) it is free to
move along the nozzle face. (bottom) Two possible states of CL 2 wherein (bottom,
left) only solid metal contacts the substrate or (bottom, right) liquid metal wets
the substrate[71].
methodology in Sec. [2.3]. In Sec. [2.4], we contrast HB with CW. Building on
this comparison, Sec. [2.5] uses a dimensional argument to anticipate dimension-
less groups involved in defect frequencies. Here, we establish a correlation between
cast and material parameters and casting defect frequencies. In Sec. [2.6], we use
the observations of Sec. [2.4] to propose a threshold for the transition between the
HB and CW casting defects.
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2.2 Classification Scheme for Periodic Defects in
Continuous Casting
Observed wavelength λ of periodic defect marks or lines that appear in product
cast by PFMS can be reported as a frequency f through the relationship to the
prescribed substrate velocity U ,
λf = U. (2.1)
Even though λ is the primitive observable, we shall report periodic features as a
frequency f in the remainder of this chapter.
Defects can be formed by disturbances of various sources. A useful distinction is
whether the defect arises from a lab- or wheel-frame source, or some combination
thereof. An example of a lab-frame disturbance source is a jet of ink-droplets
of constant frequency f aimed at the wheel. (These produce a wavelength λ
proportional to U , according to 2.1.) In contrast, the source could be a wheel-
frame variation. For example, suppose the machining of the wheel-surface leaves
two high-spots in the circumference. These high-spots result in a periodic low-gap
which results in a repeating thickness variation. For such a lab-frame disturbance,
the observed f is proportional to U , according to 2.1. Transferring a template
from the wheel to the product, as occurs in gravure printing, is another example of
a lab-frame source. In summary, assuming a power-law scaling for the dependence
of f on U ,
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f ∝ Uk, (2.2)
the lab-frame source corresponds to k = 0 and the substrate-frame source to
k = 1. The terminology pulse-transfer and template-transfer have been introduced
by Byrne et al (2006a) to bring to mind the ink-jet example for lab-frame and the
printing example for substrate-frame sources, respectively. In this paper, we shall
expand this classification terminology.
Template-transfer thickness variations are observed in our product. Since the
circumference of our typical wheel is of order meters, these defects due to wheel
out-of-roundness tend to have wavelengths of many centimeters (a large fraction
of the circumference) and are easy to distinguish from the shorter wavelength
herringbone and cross-wave patterns. Byrne et al (2006a) demonstrated that the
cross-wave is a defect of pulse-transfer origin arising from the oscillations of the
molten metal puddle which remains fixed in the lab frame below the nozzle. The
puddle oscillates with a natural frequency determined by the inertia of the liquid
and the restoring force of surface tension.
The proposed classification scheme is summarized in Table 2.2. It can be used
to classify any periodic defect observed in any continuous casting process.
A finding of this paper is that the HB defect is neither of pulse- nor template-
transfer in origin. In particular, even though the patterns shown in figure 2.1 may
appear to differ only in scale, they are of very different physical origins. Indeed, it
will be shown that the HB frequency scales with U2 and, partly on this basis, it
will be argued that wheelspeed U influences the HB in an essential hydrodynamical
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Formation class f ∝ Uk, λ ∝ U1−k
pulse (lab-frame) k = 0
template (wheel-frame) k = 1
hybrid k = 2
Table 2.1: Classes of periodic pattern formation, characterized by f ∝ Uk and
λ ∝ Uk−1.
way (Sec. [2.5]). In contrast, for the CW defect, U influences only as a purely
convective effect though the ‘change-of-frame’. The fact that k = 2 for the HB
means that wavelengths get shorter with higher wheelspeeds since λ ∝ U1−k. In
some applications, small scale features may be desirable, in which case this scaling-
down of feature size with substrate speed may be advantageous.
2.3 Apparatus and Experimental Methods
The PFMS apparatus used in this study comprises a sealed graphite crucible,
surrounded by induction heating coils, seated an adjustable distance above a sub-
strate, represented in Fig. [2.3(a)]. From the bottom of the crucible extends a
nozzle, through which molten metal is introduced to the substrate. A nozzle in-
sert containing a slot through which the metal flows during the cast allows the
precise machining of the breadth, B, width, W , and other geometric characteris-
tics bounding the fluid flow into the contact zone, as shown in Fig. [2.3(b)]. The
substrate is a copper-berrylium wheel whose rate of rotation is set before the cast
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Figure 2.3: (a) Sketch of the casting process. (b) Enlarged view of the contact-zone
showing liquid metal (dashed), solidified metal (hatched), and rim beneath (solid).
Metal enters through a nozzle of breadth B and width W in the direction perpen-
dicular to the cross-section. The metal enters with an overhead pressure ∆P . The
nozzle is spaced a distance G from a rotating rim, with outer translation rate U .
Solidified ribbon exits the contact-zone with thickness T . Upstream contact-lines
between the melt, vapor, and nozzle, and between the melt, vapor and substrate,
have contact angles of α and θ, respectively.
and then measured throughout the cast by a tachometer, in rotations per minute,
which is then reported as a linear velocity, U . The gap G between the bottom of
the nozzle and the substrate is set before the cast begins. The gap decreases as the
cast progresses. This results from heat being absorbed by the wheel, causing it to
expand toward the nozzle[76]. For casts after 2006, the resulting deviation from
the initial gap is measured by a capacitance gauge and to provide instantaneous
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gap throughout the cast. The G reported is the average gap for these casts.
Pressurized Argon is applied, via a pressure regulator, to the inside of the cru-
cible to prevent oxide formation and incease the inlet flow rate. Prior to casting,
an initial pressure is applied to evacuate oxygen, water vapor, and other poten-
tially reactive gases, and after which the crucible is sealed. This initial pressure
remains constant until the cast begins, at which time the pressure is ramped to
compensate for the loss of hydrostatic head as the metal reservoir is depleted. The
reported pressure ∆P is the average of the sum of the applied and hydrostatic
pressures experienced at the nozzle inlet (c.f. Fig. [2.3(b)]). After a cast, the
ribbon product is cut into segments whose width and mass are measured. The
average thickness T of each segment is then calculated and temporally associated
with other measured casting parameters. For casts exhibiting a periodic defect,
a wavelength λ is calculated by manually counting the cross-stream waves on a
segment and dividing by segment length. Typically λ is measured for one out of
every ten or fifteen segments of ribbon. Cast average values of data collected for
HB casts appear in Appendix [2.9], and CW data is taken from [12].
For many casts, high speed images of the puddle region are recorded. Casts
prior to the summer of 2008 use a Kodak EktaPro high-speed video system, while
those after use a Redlake MotionXtra HG-100K. Images are captured between
3000 and 50,000 fps, with resolutions up to 6 µm per pixel using a 90 mm macro
lens. A 150 Watt incandescent bulb shines through the gap between nozzle and
wheel toward the camera, backlighting the puddle during a cast. Direct visual ob-
servation of the contact zone allows for characterization of the upstream meniscus
(USM) as ‘unpinned’, where the USM contact-line may move along the nozzle face,
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Wheel-side Air-side
1 mm
Figure 2.4: Enhanced view of herringbone defect with physical scale.
or ‘pinned’, where the USM contact-line is constrained on the nozzle slot. Video
analysis also allows simultaneous observation of the motion of both the USM and
the downstream meniscus (DSM). Further descriptions of the experimental appa-
ratus and methodology appear are available [18, 12].
2.4 Comparison of Herringbone and Crosswave
Defects
Here, we examine HB by means of comparison to CW. We observe qualitative
similarities and establish the fundamental differences. A more detailed view of
HB is shown in Fig. [2.5]. HB is visibly similar to CW, as evident from Fig.
[2.1]. However, most striking are the similarities at the microscopic scale. Byrne
et al acquired the detailed morphology of ribbon surface exhibiting CW, shown in
Fig. [2.5(a)], using a MicroXam Interferometric Profilometer (ADE Phase Shift,
Tuscon, AZ)[12]. The morphology of HB was acquired in the same way, shown in
Fig. [2.5(b)]. A row of in-line dimples is evident on the wheel-side of both CW and
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Side View λ~5mm
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(b)
Figure 2.5: Profile of (a) crosswave defect[12] and (b) herringbone defect as cap-
tured through optical profilometry with stretched height to emphasize topography.
Note that the scales differ, with (a) encompassing over three times the cast-wise
distance of (b). The maximum depth of the wheel-side dimples are 30 µm for CW
and 28 µm for HB, whereas the air-side troughs are 90 µm and 32 µm in depth,
respectively.
HB. These dimples serve as heat-transfer interruptions and reduce the thickness
of the ribbon above them[12, 11]. The reduced thickness results in troughs on the
air-side of the ribbon, shown for HB in Fig. [2.4]. This similarity in morphology
suggests that the formation mechanisms of CW and HB may be related.
However, HB and CW differ significantly. In most cases, either HB or CW
will appear but not both simultaneously. A transition between HB and CW often
occurs, as cast parameters are often transient. Much less often, a CW mark will be
followed by a few shorter wavelength HB-like marks and then a stretch of HB-free
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of puddle including high-speed images of USM and
DSM. One row of pixels including the USM was analyzed, capturing the horizontal
motion of the meniscus in time. An example image is shown (left) with the USM
traced in red. (b) Time-sequenced photographs of USM sequenced over 1.16 ms,
with the initial meniscus location traced in red. (c) Fast Fourier Transform of
the displacement of the USM versus time. Frequency fCW and two harmonics are
shown (dashed) for comparison.
ribbon before the next CW mark appears. Based on the rarity of this event, we
consider this case anomolous behavior, possibly switching between HB and CW
midway between a CW oscillation. Here, we treat CW and HB as distinct, but
related phenomena, as supported by literature and observation.
In [12], three criteria are speculated to suppress CW in favor of HB. These
criteria were (1) low U or G, (2) nominally pure Al, and (3) a constrained puddle.
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Figure 2.7: Ribbon product from a nozzle where the upper-half (rounded nozzle
edge) exhibits crosswave and the lower-half (sharp nozzle edge) shows herringbone.
Schematic representations of the corresponding nozzle edges are shown on the left.
Here, we present a single experiment demonstrating that (3) is a necessary con-
dition for CW suppression and HB expression. The nozzle geometry was slightly
modified to disallow pinning on half of the nozzle. This resulted in HB on the
unmodified (pinned) side and CW on the modified (unpinned) side. This is illus-
trated in Fig. [2.7], where schematics of the nozzle edge appear to the left of the
image of the wheel-side of the image, adjacent to the half of ribbon originating
from that half of nozzle. From this observation, we conclude that the puddle must
be pinned for HB to appear or unpinned for CW to appear. Thus, at sufficiently
high PI ≡ ∆P/(2σ/G), the USM will be unpinned from the nozzle inlet, and CW
is expected. Thus the threshold is associated with wetting/pinning, for which we
present a semi-empirical model in Sec. [2.6].
In [12], it was found that CW formation corresponds to oscillation of the un-
constrained USM[12]. This claim was supported by high-speed video imaging of
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the upstream meniscus, which was shown to oscillate at a frequency corresponding
to the measured fCW . These findings are reproduced in Fig. [2.6]. A schematic
of the puddle, including images of the USM and DSM, is shown in Fig. [2.6(a)].
Motions of the USM, shown through time-sequenced photographs in Fig. [2.6(b)]
were analyzed by tracking the motion of the puddle in a single row of pixels on the
USM. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the motion of the USM is shown in Fig.
[2.6(c)], where fCW is included for comparison. The same analysis on a column
of pixels on the DSM also found motion corresponding to this frequency. These
oscillations coincide with the O(10µm) air pockets formed from air captured at
the substrate/metal interface.
The oscillation of the USM seen in CW is not observed for the constrained
USM in HB. Video analysis was performed on casts exhibiting HB, in a similar
manner to the analysis presented in Byrne et al (2006a). Higher frame-rates were
required for the higher frequency HB, and analysis here was performed on images
captured at 50, 000 fps at a resolution of 42 µm per pixel. In Fig. [2.8(a)], a
representative high-resolution puddle image is shown, indicating the USM and
DSM, and the a row and column of the USM and DSM, respectively. The power
spectra of the motions of these menisci are shown in Figs. [2.8(b)] and [2.8(c)]. In
contrast to the CW defect, video analysis of the USM does not reveal oscillations
corresponding to fHB, but waves appear on the DSM at this frequency. The DSM
waves are likely a result of the wheel-side dimples decreasing the solidification rate
and influencing the puddle. Thus the DSM waves are a probably a secondary effect
of the defect. However, if USM oscillations are the cause of air-entrainment for
HB, then the oscillations are not observed in our images. Oscillations would not
have been detected if they were either sufficiently small in amplitude or sufficiently
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local to the substrate/melt contact-line.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Example puddle image captured from high-speed video. One row
of pixels including the USM and one column of pixels including the DSM were
analyzed, capturing the horizontal and vertical motion of the menisci in time.
Fast Fourier transform results of these motions are plotted for (b) the USM and
(c) the DSM.
2.5 Dimensional Reasoning
In Sec. [2.2], defect sources were classified by the influence of speed U , a general
classification that could apply to any forming process. In this section, we specialize
to solidification fed by a high-Reynolds-number flow. We use dimensional reason-
ing to motivate functional dependencies. The assumption is that five physical
variables are involved: frequency f (the observable), speed U or, more generally,
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a characteristic velocity u (to be specified), molten metal density ρ, surface ten-
sion σ, and gap G. This choice is consistent with an inviscid flow and interfacial
instability. Amongst these physical variables, there are dimensional quantities:
length, mass and time. Hence, one expects a 5 − 3 = 2 dimensionless groups to
account for the observations. The observable f can be scaled by a capillary time
τ ≡ (ρG3/σ)1/2 , leaving one group that must include u. (Note that this scaling of
f rules out the trivial template-transfer case.) A natural choice is We = ρu2G/σ,
a Weber number. In summary, one expects function of a single variable h(x) to
be sufficient fτ = h(We). If furthermore, the physically reasonable h(0) = 0 is
assumed, the functional dependence may be reduced further to a power law. Here,
the constant C and exponent k are unknowns,
fτ = C Wek/2. (2.3)
Note that choosing k = 0 is consistent with pulse-transfer, Sec[2.2], and makes the
specification of u moot. The scaling fτ = C, corresponding to k = 0, was reported
by [12] with a C ≈ 1.9 and tested across a range of cast parameters. Using
a different casting wheel (2/3 the circumference), we collect CW measurements
from a different data set and confirm that We does not influence, as seen in Fig.
[2.9]. We find that C ≈ 2, well within the error bars for the reproducibility of
the experiment. This demonstrates that CW formation frequency is a capillary
oscillation as discussed in Sec. [2.4].
In contrast, according to Fig. [2.9], HB is seen to be strongly influenced by
We. Choosing u to be U , this influence is characterized by an exponent k = 2 and
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Figure 2.9: Nondimensional defect frequency versus Weber number, with associ-
ated by lines of best fit given by fCW τ ≈ 2 and fHBτ ≈ 0.08We.
a constant C = 0.08. There are a number of possible velocity scales u that can
be tested for goodness of fit. These include the average flow-velocity through the
nozzle of breadth B into the puddle, u = (T/B)U , a gap-averaged puddle puddle
velocity u = (T/G)U , and the average solidification rate is u = (T/L)U where L
is the puddle length. The various factors T/B, T/G and T/L have typical values
on order of 0.1, 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. All these have been tested using actual
(measured) values of T and none show as good a correlation as that with u = U .
In summary, the HB lines correlate with substrate speed as,
fHBτ = CHBWe, (2.4)
The appearance of U in We indicates that the important flow contributing
inertia to this phenomenon has a velocity u ∝ U . The source of this U dependence
is still a matter of speculation, but it is clear the inertia is interacting with the
capillary interface in the case of HB and not CW. It is also clear that pinning
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of the puddle when (a) flow is not separated
and (b) flow is separated in the upstream and downstream. Separation lines repre-
sent the streamlines dividing the flow in the puddle region. Region I is conserved
from (a) but Regions II and III (shaded) emerge as distinct hydrodynamic regions.
must somehow be associated with HB formation. We now speculate as to the
relationship.
Simulations from the literature [9] suggest that separation occurs upstream
once flow is sufficient to unpin the USM. Separated and unseparated cases are
sketched for contrast in Figs. [2.10(b)] and [2.10(a)]. These sketches are consistent
with the limited observations we have from video analysis of the puddle. For the
unpinned USM, the puddle accommodates a flow into an expansion. As a result,
an adverse pressure gradient is generated along the nozzle edge. This pressure
gradient promotes separation of flow[69] creating an upstream recirculation region
which decouples the flow near the USM from the flow into the solidification front.
As discussed in Sec[4], rounding the nozzle corned favors an unpinned USM which
in turn favors CW over HB. The fact that both CW and HB can be achieved in
the same piece of ribbon by varying the nozzle geometry suggests how strong this
determinant is. This separation and decoupling may be the reason that CW is not
dependent upon We. Any flow adjacent the meniscus must be parallel to the in-
terface for the meniscus to be quasi-stationary. The scaling analysis indicates that
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the dominant flow interacting with surface tension in the oscillation is proportional
to U . If the meniscus is unpinned no such We dependence appears.
In summary, we argue here that the selection mechanism between the cross-
wave and herringbone defects should be the separation of the flow in the upstream
region. Other possible reasons such as the coincidence of unpinning and recircula-
tion under the DSM has also been suggested[5], but the influence of the DSM on
defect formation is not clear.
2.6 Thresholds for HB Appearance
Previous studies have focused on the parameter windows in which casting defects
appear in PFMS [18, 60, 14]. Praisner et al (1995), using a 50/50 Pb-Sn alloy,
observed that two casting defects, termed the ‘dimpled’ and ‘striated’ defects,
are suppressed when the liquid Stefan number, SteL = Cp,l (Th − Tm) /∆Hf is
constrained to the range 0.1 ≤ SteL ≤ 0.3. Here, Cp,l, Th, Tm and ∆Hf are the
heat capacity of the liquid, the feed temperature of molten liquid, the melting
temperature and the heat of fusion, respectively. For all casts studied here, SteL
was approximately 0.2, and dimpled and striated defects were not seen.
An operating window based on We and the Pressure Index, PI = ∆P/(2σ/G),
shows where hydrodynamical instabilities are suppressed[18]. These scalings were
further refined by Byrne et al (2006b), whose construction we recapitulate here for
later use[14]. PI enters from the balance between capillary pressure at the USM
and the pressure applied at the inlet to the nozzle region. If PI is too low, the
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pressure at the USM cannot be overcome by the inlet pressure, and a stable puddle
is not formed. At the extreme, the low PI limit is comparable to a leaky faucet,
creating discrete pieces of ribbon as the metal drips out. Until the applied pressure
is sufficient, the ribbon contains pin-holes. In contrast, if PI is too high, then the
USM will migrate to the furthest edge of the nozzle surface and eventually ‘blow-
out’, developing a Plateau-Rayleigh-type instability in the cross-stream direction.
This results in casting defects in the form of streaks. Metal can also pinch off or be
ejected from the meniscus, solidifying upstream and then re-entering the puddle,
where it remelts and disrupts puddle stability.
Semi-empirical bounds are derived from a mixture of capillary pressure and a
loss-coefficient for the turning flow. Laplace pressure, σκ, where κ is the mean
curvature is utilized assuming the USM is a piece of a circle[14]. As in Higgins
and Scriven[36] and Ruschak[67], the pressure drop across the meniscus is ∆P =
(σ/G)(cosα+cosθ), where α and θ are the upper (nozzle-side) and lower (substrate-
side) contact angles, respectively. A detailed derivation of this window can be found
in Appendix [2.10]. The resulting bound is,
−1
2
cosθ ≤ PI ≤ 1
2
(1− cosθ) + 1
2
K
(
T
G
)2
We. (2.5)
The value of θ used in [14], 150 degrees, is used here, and is within the range of
contact angles observed in high-speed images. The coefficient K was experimen-
tally fit by Byrne et al (2006b). A conservative and a liberal value of K were
reported, 1.8 and 2.8, respectively. The conservative value of K results in the
inclusion of more failures but excludes some successes. In plots in this article,
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the liberal value K = 2.8 will be used, as many successes have been documented
outside the K = 1.8 line.
With the operating window as an inspiration, we derive a threshold predicting
unpinning of the USM from an ideal nozzle. As pinning is a necessary condition
for HB (and for suppression of CW), this will serve as a necessary condition for
HB expression. The threshold is then derived in the same way as high-pressure
limit in the operating window[14], with α = 2pi/3, the angle at which the metal
has been observed to wet the nozzle, and K0, an empirically fit loss-coefficient from
the turning flow required for unpinning. This yields,
PI ≤ 1
2
(
1
2
− cosθ
)
+
1
2
K0
(
T
G
)2
We. (2.6)
This threshold unites Byrne et al (2006a) criteria (1) and (3) through We. It
is unclear the relationship of criterion (2) to unpinning, but it is possible that the
nominally pure Al wets the nozzle insert in some way more conducive to pinning
than the Al-Si alloys treated here. In Fig. [2.11], this line is drawn on the typical
operating window described above, with K = 2.8 and K0 = 0.65. Note that this is
a threshold for unpinning. Any abnormality in the nozzle geometry may prevent
pinning, as in slot coating[65]. This will result in CW appearing below this line
(e.g. the cast shown in Fig. [2.7], which was well below the threshold).
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Figure 2.11: A plot of the operating window denoting HB and CW casts. Bounds
on PI are plotted from Eq. [2.5]. The depinning limit (dashed line) is given by
Eq. [2.6].
2.7 Conclusion
In this study, we report observations of a high-frequency periodic thickness vari-
ation known as the herringbone casting defect. This defect is compared to the
previously-studied crosswave casting defect. A previous study of CW[12] specu-
lated that some disturbance feeds energy into the upstream puddle region, which
then oscillates at its natural frequency, i.e. fτ ≡ constant, comparable to the os-
cillations of an inviscid sphere[62] or a meniscus above a rectangular channel[3, 54].
In fact, the scaled frequency fτ is consistent with an entire class of problems where
a capillarity-dominated interface bounding an inviscid, quiescent fluid is perturbed
from an equilibrium shape. The related herringbone defect appears with a scaled
frequency fHBτ ∝ We, indicating an inertial contribution from motion of the fluid.
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The characteristic velocity which results in this We scaling is U , the substrate
velocity. A possible source of inertial influence in HB is discussed. The thresh-
old for transition between CW and HB are predicted based on cast and material
parameters using established relationships for puddle stabiliy.
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2.9 Experimental Data
The crosswave defect data used in this study appears in Byrne, et al (2006a)[12].
Data relating to the herringbone defect used in this study was collected from
experiments performed between 2008 and 2010. This data is summarized here for
reference.
Herringbone data
Cast ID PI We T U G λ f τ−1
(mm) (m s−1) (mm) (mm) (s−1) (s−1)
ACSU08-01 1.18 79.16 0.12 7.94 0.94 1.47 5358 672.7
FHSU08-01 1.44 86.92 0.11 8.04 1.01 1.59 5065 605.4
FHSU08-02 1.16 85.08 0.12 8.01 1.00 1.54 5213 613.9
FHSU08-07 1.33 118.2 0.11 9.53 0.98 1.52 6417 635.9
FHSU08-08 1.31 120.32 0.10 9.5 1.00 1.52 6270 610.7
FHSU08-11 1.01 88.6 0.09 9.54 0.74 1.45 6594 974.8
FHSU08-12 0.76 66.1 0.07 9.51 0.55 1.21 7861 1495.7
FHSU08-13 0.78 63.69 0.08 9.65 0.52 1.32 7295 1657
FHSU08-14 0.98 74.19 0.09 9.55 0.62 1.53 6281 1267.5
FHSU08-15 0.99 93.81 0.07 9.83 0.73 1.35 7274 987.5
ACSU08-20 0.49 36.56 0.07 9.56 0.30 0.83 11345 3726.1
FHSU08-32 0.96 90.07 0.08 9.72 0.72 1.39 7034 1006.5
ACSU09-02 1.8 152.86 0.15 7.87 1.85 2.81 2859 243.8
ACSU09-03 1.17 77.22 0.12 7.94 0.92 2.08 3811 690.7
ACSU09-04 1.28 110.41 0.11 9.55 0.91 1.43 6695 708.9
ACSU09-05 1.33 114.57 0.10 9.55 0.95 1.65 5782 666.1
ACSU09-17∗ 0.9 69.91 0.08 7.96 0.45 0.97 8189 1483.7
ACSU09-19 1.19 128.68 0.1 9.62 0.94 1.23 7849.1 648.7
ACSU09-22∗∗ 0.75 59.04 0.05 8.01 0.47 0.92 8736.7 1665.2
CJSU09-01∗ 1.23 114.7 0.13 9.45 0.96 1.76 5355 646.6
CJSU09-05∗ 1.24 117.67 0.11 9.56 0.97 1.52 6295.9 644.9
CJSU09-06∗ 1.25 110.32 0.12 9.6 0.91 2.1 4571.4 710.3
All casts Al-7%Si and ∗ - 2.5 – 3.5% Bismuth, ∗∗ - 3.5% Magnesium
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2.10 Derivation of Operating Window
Higgins and Scriven[36] and Ruschak[67] used simple geometric formulations of
Laplace pressure to bound the stability of coating flows. In Byrne et al (2006b)[14],
this approach was adapted to PFMS. PI enters from the balance between capillary
pressure at the USM and the pressure applied at the inlet to the nozzle region. We
enters because a turning-flow loss becomes significant.
If PI is too low, the pressure at the USM cannot be overcome by the inlet
pressure, and a stable puddle is not formed. At the extreme, the low PI limit is
comparable to a leaky faucet, creating discrete pieces of ribbon as the metal drips
out. Until the applied pressure is sufficient, the ribbon contains holes and remains
incoherent. This lower bound is derived from the Laplace pressure assuming the
USM is a piece of a circle. As in Higgins and Scriven[36] and Ruschak[67], the
pressure drop across the meniscus is,
∆P =
σ
G
(cosα + cosθ) , (2.7)
where α and θ are the upper (nozzle-side) and lower (substrate-side) contact angles,
respectively. A diagram of this geometry is shown in Fig. [2.12(a)]. At the lower
pressure limit, video observation suggests that the USM is at an angle of α ≡ pi/2,
as shown schematically in Fig. [2.12(b)]. This differs slightly from that presented
in [14], where it is assumed that α ≡ pi resulting in a slightly lower PI limit
as compared to [14]. The value of θ = 150 degrees is used, consistent with this
author’s observations.
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In contrast, if PI is too high, then the USM will migrate to the furthest edge of
the nozzle surface and eventually “blow-out”, losing stability in the cross-stream
direction. This results in casting defects in the form of streaks, and satellite drops
forming, solidifying, and then getting pulled back into the puddle, remelting and
disrupting solidification. Here, we assume that the USM is the upper quarter of a
circle, i.e. α = pi and θ = 150, as shown in Fig. [2.12(c)]. IncreasedWe discourages
migration. This emerges from an engineering-type empirical pressure loss, given
by
Pover − PU ≡ 1/2ρlK ′u2, (2.8)
where K ′ which is fit from data and u is the average velocity of fluid in the puddle.
A mass balance about the puddle allows us to write ρlGu = ρsUT [76]. Substituting
for u and identifying We allows us to write the operating window,
−1
2
cosθ ≤ PI ≤ 1
2
(1− cosθ) + 1
2
K
(
T
G
)2
We. (2.9)
The combined coefficient K = ρ2sK
′/ρ2l must capture the losses of the flow turning
in the puddle region and traveling through the constricted gap to the edge of
the nozzle insert. Byrne et al (2006b) analyzed 147 casts for “success”, meaning
coherent ribbon with well defined edges. This resulted in two proposed K values,
K = 1.8 and K = 2.8, depending on the weighting given to successes and failures.
The former captures fewer failures but excludes successes. In plots in this article,
K = 2.8 will be used, as many successes have been documented outside theK = 1.8
line.
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Figure 2.12: (a) A schematic of the puddle indicating the pressures used in the
development of Eq. [2.5]. These pressures are Pover at the inlet, PU inside the
meniscus, and PA in the ambient gas. USM contact angles α and θ are also
represented. (b) A schematic representing the low-pressure limit of stability, with
α ≡ 120°and θ ≡ 150°. (c) A schematic representing the high-pressure limit of
stability, with α ≡ 180°and θ ≡ 150°. The average velocity in the puddle is u.
Chapter 3
Finite-Amplitude Dynamics of
Coupled Cylindrical Menisci∗
3.1 Introduction
The dynamics of menisci are important to applications as diverse as materials-
processing flows[44, 73], microgravity liquid management[50, 85], oil recovery[70],
printing processes[86] and respiratory mechanics[31]. Studies of meniscus dynamics
are vast in number and reach back at least a century and a half. More recent
relevant applications include liquid switches for controllable micro-adhesion [82]
and fast-focusing lenses[49]. Static behavior of capillary surfaces has been reviewed
[52] with more recent studies of menisci[66]. Static and linear dynamical stability
of interfaces overlying inviscid flows are treated in depth by Myshkis et. al. [54].
∗Manuscript accepted for publication in Journal of Colloid and Interface Science.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic for the coupled cylindrical menisci. Slot halfwidth r,
halflength w and halfheight L are indicated.
Application to rapid solidification of metals by planar-flow spin-casting[73] mo-
tivates our study. This process is favored for fabricating amorphous magnetic al-
loys, many of which are important in energy-efficient devices. In the planar-flow
process, molten metal fills the gap between two horizontal planes - below is a
moving substrate where heat is extracted while above is a nozzle through which
the molten metal is fed. A meniscus of molten metal protrudes from the edges.
Since the planar-flow region is much wider than long, it is often taken to be two-
dimensional. Despite the simplifications, oscillations of the coupled meniscus may
be relevant to the solidified product. For example, Rayleigh oscillations of a sphere
- an even greater simplification - recently have been correlated with the formation
of a defect in the solid product[13]. Observation confirms that, in a typical ex-
periment, Rayleigh vibrations of the upstream meniscus can get frozen into the
product as a stream-wise periodic defect. The model of this paper - pinned cylin-
drical capillary surfaces coupled together through an inviscid liquid - is introduced
in this spirit of explaining a similar yet higher-frequency defect.
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Two rectangular plates are arranged parallel to one another to make a slot
(figure 1). This rectangular slot is overfilled with liquid such that a meniscus
forms and pins at each pair of edges. The overfill volume can be low so that the
meniscus is lens-like (figure 1, left top and bottom) or high so that it is bead-
like (figure 1, right top). Lens-like menisci have planar profiles that are sub-
semicircular and bead-like super-semicircular. Overfill volume will be the primary
control parameter in our study. For large overfill, there can be a transition between
bead-up and bead-down configurations, much as happens for the electroosmotic
droplet switch (EODS)[81]. The EODS is an invention that uses an electroosmotic
pump to “switch” between the stable states in a bistable energy landscape in the
related geometry of coupled spherical-caps, much like a light switch can be flipped
between the stable on and off positions.
In the absence of motion, each meniscus shape is a cylindrical-cap as determined
by surface area minimization, appropriate when the surface tension force dominates
gravity, as assumed here. When in motion, the deformation from cylindrical-cap
shape is determined by the balance of surface tension and inertia with possible
influence by viscosity. Studies on droplet deformation show that the effect of
inertia is small with small Weber number[59], and viscosity can be neglected for
large Laplace number[80]. The extent to which these conditions are satisfied for the
spherical cap droplet oscillations is discussed in Theisen et al[77]. When inertia and
surface tension dominate, the motions of centers-of-mass can be tracked ignoring
details of internal flow.
The individual capillary surface of Figure 1 has been referred to variously in the
literature as a capillary ‘bead’, ‘ridge’, ‘fillet’, or ‘meniscus’. We shall use meniscus
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to refer to both lens- and bead-like shapes. Brown and Scriven [8] studied the static
stability of a single meniscus to small disturbances. These disturbances are clas-
sified as ‘polar’ and ‘transverse’ according to their planar and axial wavenumbers,
respectively. Brown and Scriven found that the cylindrical lens-like equilibrium
shape is stable to infinitesimal disturbances for all lengths. They showed that,
for short lens- and bead-like menisci, polar non-zero wavenumber and all trans-
verse disturbances decay. For longer bead-like menisci, transverse disturbances
are the most dangerous. Transverse instability is to a Plateau-Rayleigh-like mode.
However, pinning at the slot stabilizes the classical PR instability, and there is a
widened stability envelope for this slot problem.
Generalizing this result, Bostwick and Steen[7] showed the lens-like state to
be stable to a broad class of finite-amplitude disturbances using a Steiner sym-
metrization technique. This contrasts with the bead-like shape which Brown and
Scriven [8] showed to be unstable to constant-pressure disturbances of zero polar
wavenumber for short lengths and constant-volume disturbances for long enough
menisci.
Coupled liquid/gas interfaces communicate through the intervening liquid and
share the same pressure when in equilibrium. The static stability of a system of
coupled interfaces, subject to constant system volume, can be determined from
the stability of its components. Our approach is based on the work of Poincare´,
which has been put into a modern context by Maddocks, and applied to capillary
systems by Lowry and Steen although other approaches have been employed [4,
66]. For two coupled menisci, the individual menisci are subject to constant-
pressure disturbances so that these become the relevant disturbance class. For
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low overfill, both menisci are lens-like and both are stable to constant-pressure
disturbances so the (constant-volume) system is stable. For large enough overfill,
one meniscus becomes bead-like and the system becomes unstable owing to the zero
polar wavenumber instability mentioned above. This instability mode takes on a
‘volume-scavenging’ nature since a slight pressure imbalance results in the pumping
of volume from the meniscus of smaller to that of larger curvature. In summary,
according to these stability analyses one expects that the motions of short-enough
coupled menisci will remain within the class of cylindrical shapes. This will be
taken as an assumption of the following analysis. Furthermore, according to these
stability studies and the behavior of the analogous coupled spherical-cap problem
[77] – supported by experiment - one expects switching. Study [77] also compares
an inviscid model to experiments at Re = 240 and finds qualitative agreement
of finite-amplitude predictions with observation and that this agreement becomes
quantitative when weak dissipation is added to the model.
We find that three types of planar (axially-invariant) motions can occur. For
large overfill, depending on initial condition, i) large-amplitude oscillations sweep
around the three equilbria in the phase-plane or ii) smaller-amplitude oscillations
circle about either of two stable equilibria (centers). For small overfill, there are
iii) only oscillations about the globally-stable lens-like equilibrium state (a center).
Sec. [3.2] focuses on the stability and dynamics of sub-critical-length menisci,
while the critical meniscus length is discussed in Sec. [3.3].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of 2D cylindrical section with labels defined in text. The
limit for a negative component volume (dashed half-circle) is indicated.
3.2 2D Stability and Dynamics
3.2.1 Dynamical System
Newton’s law is applied to the center-of-mass (COM) of a system of coupled menisci
(xc, yc) where xc = 0 because of assumed symmetry, shown in Fig. [3.2]. The
system COM is related to the component COMs yi by Vtyc = −V1y1+ V2y2 where
Vt is the total volume, and the difference in sign allows for an identical formulation
of y1 and y2. The slot COM does not enter because it remains at y = 0. The
component volume Vi can be expressed explicitly in terms of the component height
by straightforward calculus[87]. Algebraic manipulation of the result appearing in
[87] allows volume to continuously traverse zero as the height changes sign, given
by 2piVi = hi − 1/hi + (hi + 1/hi)2 arctan hi, where i = 1, 2. Here, we have scaled
all lengths with r, volumes with pir2w where 2r and 2w are the dimensions of the
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slot opening parallel to the x and z axes, respectively. For example, V0 = (4/pi)L
with these scalings. Note that L is used for both unscaled and scaled length; the
distinction will be clear from context. Later, in the dynamical equations, time will
be scaled with
√
ρr3/σ which will complete the scalings.
Like volumes, component COMs can be computed explicitly for cylindrical-cap
menisci. We first define 〈yV 〉i, a volume-weighted length measured from the base
of each meniscus, 〈yV 〉i ≡ 23pi + 12
(
hi − h−1i
)
Vi. Then, yi = ±L ± 〈yV 〉i/Vi where
the sign is chosen to correspond with above/below component, as indicated in Fig.
[3.2]. Finally, the system COM can now be written,
Vtyc = L (V2 − V1)− 〈yV 〉1 + 〈yV 〉2. (3.1)
Note that the right-hand-side is an explicit function of (h1, h2) since formulae for
volumes and weighted length in terms of (h1, h2) have been provided. Moreover,
there is a mapping between (h1, h2) and (V1, V2) which is nonlinear and everywhere
invertible. However, in view of the constraint of total volume, h1 and h2 are not
independent, which motivates the introduction of a new variable θ ≡ V1−V2 and a
parameter λ ≡ V1+ V2. Finally, we give names to the functions h1 = H1(θ;λ) and
h2 = H2(θ;λ) for later use. This formulation admits negative volumes. Negative
volumes are concave shapes which are physically reasonable until they intersect
the slot wall - the semi-circular shape (dotted) in Fig. [3.2]). This limit gives
the constraint Vi ≥ −1/2 for i = 1, 2, enforced for all further calculations. More
specifically, any trajectory which violates λ ≥ −1 and |θ| ≤ λ+1 will be considered
‘unphysical.’
We are now in a position to write down Newton’s law for the system. The
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balance of linear momentum for a general deforming boundary is available[57] and
we specialize to the control-volume that includes both menisci and the channel.
The force on the bottom and top slot openings is given by the pressures there which
can be obtained via the Young-Laplace law, knowing that the radius of curvature
Ri of each component, 2Ri = hi + 1/hi. With this, the governing equation can be
written,
d
dt
[
A(θ;λ, L)
dθ
dt
]
+ C (θ;λ, L) = 0, (3.2)
where
A (θ;λ, L) = L+
1
2
2∑
i=1
[
3
2
(
Hi −H−1i
)
+
arctan(Hi)
1 +
(
Hi −H−1i
)
arctan(Hi)
]
and
C(θ;λ, L) =
4
pi
[
(H1 −H2)(1−H1H2)
(1 +H21 )(1 +H
2
2 )
]
.
The rate of volume redistribution is dθ/dt is multiplied by A which gives the
influence of tube length and cap geometry on the inertia. The parameter L appears
only in the term A, increasing the inertia of the system as it increases. The function
C represents the restoring force. Static equilibria correspond to C = 0.
The system undergoes a bifurcation from one to three equilibria as the total
volume λ traverses unity, corresponding to a shift from a single to double-welled
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Figure 3.3: Frequencies of linear vibration for the case of cylindrical menisci, ω∗1
for lens-like λ < 1 and ω∗2 for bead-lens λ > 1 equilibria.
potential function. The location of this bifurcation corresponds to the volume
necessary for the menisci to comprise a cylinder of radius r and length 2w. The
symmetric state H1 = H2, i.e. θ ≡ 0, is stable for λ < 1, bifurcating into the
two-member family of anti-symmetric states H1H2 = 1 for λ > 1, a pitchfork
bifurcation characterized by two equilibrium branches:
Branch 1 (H1 = H2) : θ
∗
1 ≡ 0 for all λ, and
Branch 2 (H1H2 = 1) : θ
∗
2 = ±
4λ
pi
[√
λ− 1
2λ
+ arctan
(√
λ+
√
λ− 1
)
− pi
4
]
for λ ≥ 1.
Linearization of Eq. [3.2] about each steady state yields the equation for a har-
monic oscillator, whose frequency of oscillation corresponds to the frequency of
the menisci oscillations in response to infinitesimal disturbances. Along equilib-
rium branch 1, while λ¡ 1, the eigenvalues are a purely imaginary conjugate pair
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of frequency ω∗1. Letting y ≡ H1 = H2,
ω∗21 = −
v
u3
[
L+
3
2
v +
(
3v2 + 6vL+ 1
)
arctan y
]−1
, (3.3)
where 2u = y + y−1 and 2v = y − y−1, and u and v may be related to λ by
λ = 1
pi
(v + 2u2 arctan y).
For λ > 1 the eigenvalues ±γ∗1 are real and given by ±γ∗21 ≡ ω∗21 . Along
Equilibrium Branch 2, λ > 1 and the menisci are asymmetric (one small, one
large), and the eigenvalues are purely imaginary. The frequency ±ω∗2 associated
with the upper segment of Equilibrium Branch 2 may be obtained by now letting
y ≡ H1 = H−12 , yielding,
ω∗22 =
v2
u3
[
1
+
4L
pi
(
1− 2v arctan y−1) (1 + 2v arctan y)]−1, (3.4)
where u and v are defined as before, and y and λ are related by 4λ = (y + 1/y)2.
Restricting y < 1 and replacing y with 1/y recovers the frequency along the lower
segment of Equilibrium Branch 2. Note that at λ = 1, i.e. y = 1, the system has a
double-zero eigenvalue toward which both ω1 and ω2 branches approach as λ→ 1
from 0 and ∞, respectively, as shown in Fig. [3.3].
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Figure 3.4: Phase portraits for coupled cylindrical menisci, for λ = 0.5, λ = 2, and
λ = 6 (top to bottom). Unphysical phase-space is shaded, and the physical limits
for θ+ and θ− are marked. The separatrix of λ = 6 (dashed), although unphysical,
is shown for clarity.
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3.2.2 Motions on the Phase-Plane
The phase portraits and the periods of corresponding orbits can be obtained from
the first-integral of the system, which follows directly from Eq. [3.2],
1
2
(
A(θ;λ)
dθ
dt
)2
+ U(θ;λ) = constant ≡ E, (3.5)
where U(θ;λ) is obtained by quadrature,
U(θ;λ) =
∫ θ
0
A(s;λ)C(s;λ)ds. (3.6)
Here, U(θ;λ) is the potential energy function, single or double-welled for λ < 1
or λ > 1, respectively, and is even about θ = 0, analogous to the undamped
Duffing equation. Physically, this system is comparable to a nonlinear spring with
restoring force ∂U/∂θ[78], and analysis can be performed on the level curves of the
energy[2]. Eq. [3.5] may then be solved for dθ/dt, allowing the generation of the
phase planes in Fig. [3.4]. Regions of the phase-plane with trajectories that have
unphysical menisci |θ| ≤ λ+ 1 are shaded. When λ is greater than approximately
4.28, the separatrix is unphysical.
Separating θ and t delivers the period of oscillation for an orbit corresponding
to an energy E,
T =
√
2
∫ θ+
θ−
A(θ;λ)dθ√
E − U(θ;λ) . (3.7)
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Here θ− and θ+ are the minimum and maximum deviation from the equilibrium
value θ∗ along the closed trajectory in the phase plane, where θ− < θ∗ < θ+. For
all oscillations where λ < 1 and for the motions outside of the separatrix where
λ > 1, the orbits are symmetric about θ = 0, θ− = −θ+ = θm, further simplifying
Eq. [3.7].
3.2.3 Finite-Amplitude Disturbances
The period of oscillation for finite amplitude disturbances is given by Eq. [3.7].
For values of λ < 1, oscillations follow elliptical orbits symmetric about θ = 0,
each of which has a corresponding frequency as a function of total energy and
total volume. In other words, for a given λ < 1, each orbit may be uniquely
characterized by total energy, E = U(θmax;λ) where θmax ≡ θ+ = −θ− is the
maximum deviation from θ = 0 achieved by that orbit (c.f. Fig. [3.5]). For
λ > 1, a double-well potential exists and there are three qualitatively different
types of oscillations: those confined within one of the energy wells, where either
0 < θ− < θ+ or θ− < θ+ < 0; those along the separatrix, i.e. the orbit containing
the origin; or those outside the separatrix, where θ+ > 0 > θ−. The latter type of
oscillations are symmetric about θ = 0, and here again each orbit may be uniquely
characterized by the total energy, E = U(θmax;λ). However, for the double-well,
each energy level corresponds to two orbits, one confined to each energy well. In
these cases, θ remains in either the positive or negative half-plane for the entirity
of an orbit[78]. In either case, orbits containing any unphysical θ are omitted.
Numerical integration (performed here by the Gauss-Kronrod method as fea-
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Figure 3.5: Response of frequency to (top) amplitude of disturbance for several
values of λ < 1; (bottom) energy of disturbance for several values of λ > 1.
Note that for λ = 4 and λ = 6, these calculations become unphysical in the
range computed. This transition is indicated by a switch to lighter, double-dashed
curves.
tured in Mathematica, Version 5.2) allows the evaluation of Eq. [3.7], except very
near θ = 0, where linearization and integration by parts was used to avoid the
divergence of the integrand. The resulting frequencies, normalized by the linear
frequency ω∗1, are given for several values of λ < 1 in Fig. [3.5](top), plotted against
θmax, the magnitude of the disturbance. The same methodology was employed for
several values of λ > 1, yielding the curves displayed in Fig. [3.5](bottom), where
normalized frequency was plotted against the total energy E. Here E is normalized
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by the energy corresponding to the separatrix, along which the frequency vanishes.
Results indicate that increasing total volume causes a qualitative change in finite-
amplitude response, behaving like a softening spring for smaller volumes but like a
hardening spring for larger volumes. As evident in Fig. [3.5](top), for λ very small,
frequency decreases with increasing amplitude of disturbance. However, at volumes
approaching one, the frequency increases with increasing amplitude, for small θ.
In fact, by computing the Taylor series approximation of the period T (θmax;λ),
given by A(θ;λ)∂/∂θ (C(θ;λ)), the cross-over volume occurs at λ = 0.32, where
the quadratic term in the series changes sign. According to Fig.[3.5(bo- ttom)],
the normalized frequency decreases from one to zero as energy increases from zero
to one for all values of λ > 1. The normalized frequency decreases more rapidly as
λ is increased, and larger volumes achieve a smaller normalized frequency in the
range of energy considered.
3.2.4 Comparison to Spherical-cap Menisci
Suppose that the cylindrical menisci are replaced by spherical-cap interfaces (re-
place slot- by tube-support). The dynamics of the spherical-cap system have
been previously studied and are qualitatively similar to the dynamics reported
above [77]. They are quantitatively different, however, because of the presence of
the additional principal curvature. This results in slightly higher-pitched oscilla-
tions for the coupled spherical-caps. In our study, finite-amplitude oscillations are
found by numerically integrating Eq. [3.7], whereas [77] used a perturbation tech-
nique to estimate the frequencies of oscillation for λ < 1. Furthermore, for λ > 1,
we report frequencies not reported for spherical-caps. An additional difference
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between the systems is the susceptibility of cylindrical menisci to 3D instability.
3.3 3D Stability
The results of previous sections assume that the circular menisci remain uniform
in the axial direction - only cylindrical-cap beads or lenses have been considered
so far. However, cylindrical beads are susceptible to an axial instability of the
Plateau-Rayleigh kind, as is well known[8]. Beads of extent 2w are unstable when
longer than the critical wavelength 2wc of this instability, which depends upon the
volume and curvature of the bead. That is, for each total volume λ > 1, the bead
of the lens-bead equilibrium state is axially unstable when w > wc where, adapting
the result of [8] to our notation,
wc =
√
λ
[
1
pi2
− 1
4 (pi/2 + arccosλ−1/2)2
]−1/2
. (3.8)
According to this stability envelope, interfaces of volume and axial extent above
the envelope are unstable, Fig. [3.6]. There is a most dangerous volume and
slot halflength (λm, wm) = (1.35, 5.48). For λ < 1.0 or w < 5.48, the cylindrical
menisci are stable. For volumes λ > 1.0, there are stable slot lengths above the
most dangerous halflength for volumes above the most dangerous volume. Note
that the limit of a full-cylindrical bead pinned along two axial line-constraints can
be recovered from Eq.[3.8] by recasting in terms of unscaled variables w, R, and r,
where R is the radius of the undisturbed cylindrical-cap interface and 2r is now the
distance between the two line-constraints. The limit of a single axial line-constraint
is found by letting r → 0, yielding wc → 2√3piR which should be compared to the
Plateau-Rayleigh limit of piR. Hence, pinning along a line stabilizes by over 15
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Figure 3.6: 3D stability: (left, sketch) Transverse disturbance which may lead to
axial instability. (right) Critical slot halflength wc above which a single cylindrical
interface is unstable to axial disturbances, as it depends on volume λ = V1 + V2.
Lens-like menisci λ < 1 are stable always and bead-like menisci λ > 1 unstable
for sufficiently long beads. The boundary λ = 1 (solid line) and the classical
Plateau-Rayleigh limit (dashed line) of w = piR are indicated. The most dangerous
fill-volume and geometry corresponds to (λm, wm) = (1.35, 5.48).
%, in agreement with previous reports e.g. [23]. Pinning also confers stability at
finite volumes, as seen by comparing the Plateau-Rayleigh limit (dashed) with the
stability envelope, Fig. [3.6].
During a nonlinear phase-plane oscillation, the volume of each meniscus varies
as reported in Section [3.2.2]. During one period, each meniscus may spend some
time in the axially unstable regime with finite growth rate. During these fractions
of a period of axial instability, the disturbance will grow a certain amount. The net
growth (or decay) of a disturbance will depend on the cumulative effect of growth
and decay over the full period. To determine this would require a solution of the full
dynamic equations which is beyond our scope. However, it can be anticipated that
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for those volumes for which the separatrix is a trajectory of physically admissible
menisci (e.g. Fig. [3.4], λ = 2), and for a sufficiently long slot, there will be
a neighborhood of trajectories near the separatrix for which axial instability will
dominate, in view of the very long periods for those orbits. In contrast, there
will also likely be admissible orbits which are unstable over parts of their period
but net-stable over the full period and these will likely be located far from the
separatrix in the phase plane.
3.4 Conclusion
Inviscidly-coupled cylindrical-cap menisci exhibit small- and large-amplitude phase-
plane oscillations. Near the two Lyapunov-stable equilibria, the closed orbits rep-
resent vibrations. Far from the equilibria, nonlinear orbits carry the system around
all three equilibria in a large-amplitude motion. This variety of orbits is like that
seen in the Duffing-oscillator or other conservative systems with a double-well en-
ergy potential. The 2D system is also subject to 3D axial instabilities, of the
Plateau-Rayleigh kind. The (static) stability envelope where the system is sus-
ceptible to axial waves is presented, providing the limits of applicability of the
dynamical 2D analysis. The phase-plane dynamics closely compare to previous
work on coupled spherical-caps[77]. However, the range of physically-admissible
disturbances and susceptibility to 3D instability make the two problems quite dif-
ferent. The 3D stability envelope is presented in a way that may be useful for
rapid-solidification processing geometries. To the extent that, despite its sim-
plifications, the model may be relevant to planar-flow spin-casting, the envelope
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suggests that axial meniscus instability will not be an issue for lens-like volumes
and/or slot widths less than 5.48 times the slot gap. Alternatively stated, meniscus
instability can be an issue in casting thin-wide sheet of sufficient width.
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3.6 Derivation of Dynamical System
Here, we present key equations in the derivation of the dynamical system given by
Eq. [3.2]. We begin with Newton’s second law, which states that
d (m~v)
dt
=
∑
Forces. (3.9)
Here, we develop a dynamical model for the system of cylindrical menisci described
in the manuscript and sketched in Fig. [3.2]. By our assumption that the menisci
remain circular-caps, the motion of the center-of-mass remains one-dimensional. If
the density is unchanging, we can rewrite the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. [3.9],
d (m~v)
dt
= ρ
d2
dt2
(Vtyc) , (3.10)
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where Vtyc = V0y0−V1y1+V2y2. Here, Vi and yi are the volume and center-of-mass
of component i, where i = 0 refers to the slot. Note that y0 ≡ 0 and thus V0y0 ≡ 0.
Based on the assumptions put forth in Sec. [1] of the manuscript, the only
external forces are interfacial forces resulting from the curvature of each component
interface. We may then express the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. [3.9],
∑
Forces ≡ 2rwσ (2H1 − 2H2) , (3.11)
where Hi is the mean curvature of component i. If the interfaces are circular in
cross-section, the mean curvature of component i related to the principle curvature
associated with that circle by 2Hi ≡ 1/R−1i . We can now write,
ρ
d2
dt2
(Vtyc) = 2rwσ
(
1
R1
− 1
R2
)
. (3.12)
Scaling variables with length r, volume v ≡ pir2w and time τ ≡√r3ρ/σ results in
a dimensionless variables Vt ≡ vV˜t, yc ≡ ry˜c, Ri ≡ rR˜i, and t ≡ τ t˜. Rewriting Eq.
[3.12] with these scaled variables and dropping the tilde (˜) yields,
d2
dt2
(Vtyc) =
2
pi
(
1
R1
− 1
R2
)
. (3.13)
For algebraic simplicity, we parameterize each component volume Vi and cur-
vature Ri by meniscus height hi where 2piVi = hi − 1/hi + (hi + 1/hi)2 and
2Ri = hi + h
−1
i . We may also explicitly compute the component centers-of-mass
(COMs), in terms of hi. The distance of each component COM from its base is
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given by 〈yV 〉i
Vi
= 2
3piVi
+ 1
2
(
hi − h−1i
)
. The component COM from the center of the
slot (y = 0) is then given by yi = ±L ± 〈yV 〉iVi . The signs of the component COMs
are opposite with i = 1 chosen to be negative, indicated by Fig. [3.2]. Combining
the component COMs allows the system COM to be written,
Vtyc = L (V2 − V1) + 〈yV 〉2 − 〈yV 〉1. (3.14)
To analyze the stability of the system, it is convenient to define two new vari-
ables, the difference in component volumes θ ≡ V1 − V2 and the total component
volume λ ≡ V1 + V2. In this one-dimensional system, θ is the time-dependent
variable and λ is a parameter. Component heights are then associated with the
functions h1 = H1(θ;λ) and h2 = H2(θ;λ). A variable transform of the LHS of
Eq. [3.13] results in the expression,
d
dt
(
dVtyc
dt
)
=
d
dt
[(
∂Vtyc
∂H1
∂H1
∂θ
+
∂Vtyc
∂H2
∂H2
∂θ
)
dθ
dt
]
, (3.15)
For brevity, we define A(θ;λ) ≡
(
∂Vtyc
∂H1
∂H1
∂θ
+ ∂Vtyc
∂H2
∂H2
∂θ
)
. Substitution for Vt and yc
in terms of H1 and H2 and evaluating the derivatives further yields,
A (θ;λ, L) = L+
1
2
2∑
i=1
[
3
2
(
Hi −H−1i
)
+
arctan(Hi)
1 +
(
Hi −H−1i
)
arctan(Hi)
]
(3.16)
Substituting for Ri in terms ofHi in the RHS of Eq. [3.13] results in the expression,
2
pi
(
1
R1
− 1
R2
)
=
4
pi
[
(H1 −H2) (1−H1H2)
(H21 + 1) (H
2
2 + 1)
]
(3.17)
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For brevity, we define C(θ;λ) ≡ − 4
pi
(H1−H2)(1−H1H2)
(H21+1)(H22+1)
. Eq. [3.13] may then be
rewritten as Eq. [2] from the manuscript,
d
dt
[
A(θ;λ, L)
dθ
dt
]
+ C (θ;λ, L) = 0. (3.18)
Chapter 4
Thermal Expansion of the
Substrate in Planar-Flow Melt
Spinning∗
4.1 Introduction
The heat-up and subsequent expansion of the substrate in PFMS are known
phenomena. The heat transfer into the wheel has been the subject of numer-
ous studies[19, 45]. The connection to thermal expansion was made in a recent
paper[76], and incorporated the effect of expansion on the fluid mechanics. As the
wheel expands, the gap G between the wheel and nozzle lessens. This constriction
∗Enhanced manuscript based on the work in this chapter will be submitted for publication
as: B.L. Cox, M.J. Davis, A.L. Altieri and P.H. Steen, ‘Thermal expansion of the substrate in
Planar-flow Melt Spinning’.
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Figure 4.1: Plot demonstrating the coupling of gap (shown in µm) and thickness
(in µm multiplied by 10 for scale), with a schematic representing the thermal and
fluid mechanics coupling.
reduces flow into the puddle, reducing ribbon thickness. Decreased ribbon thick-
ness reduces heat loading. Thickness and gap data from a cast are shown in Fig.
[4.1]. Thus emerged a prediction of G(t) throughout the cast from initial gap G0.
Here, we aim to improve this model and develop a more precise prediction
of G(t). Previously, free volumetric thermal expansion was employed. In Sec.
[4.2], we present a derivation of the stress-strain relationship more specific to the
geometry of our wheel. Assumptions allow a reduction to the classical thin-walled
vessel problem. The result is solved in the manner of [76] and compared to data.
The wheel is not perfectly round. The eccentricity results in a periodic ini-
tial gap G0(t). This fact was accounted for in [76] by a periodic term with an
empirically-fit, linearly-decaying multiplier. A physically derived model of G(t)
incorporating this variation in G0 requires adjustment to several assumptions of
[76]. In Sec [4.5.1], we introduce an approach to account for this effect by dividing
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the initial gap into freely expanding segments. This improved model results in
a predictive equation incorporating a non-uniform initial wheel profile, and the
non-uniform gap yields non-uniform expansion.
4.2 Thermo-elastic Mechanics of the Substrate
R
d
G
Rotation
(a)
Wr
Ww
r ϕ
z
T
(b)
Figure 4.2: (a) A side-view schematic of the wheel geometry, indicating the gap G,
radius R, and thickness d. (b) A schematic representation of the wheel geometry
showing ribbon product, indicating ribbon thickness T , ribbon width Wr, and
wheel width Ww.
The casting substrate is a cylindrical wheel that is rotated about its axis at a
constant RPM, shown in Fig. [4.2], with an outer radius R = 0.3m, a thickness
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d = 0.012m and an axial width Ww = 0.135m. This geometry lends itself to a
cylindrical coordinate system, where (r, φ, z) are the radial, circumferential, and
axial directions of the cylindrical wheel. The crucible nozzle is a constant distance
Rnozzle from the axis of rotation. The gap G ≡ Rnozzle−R is the distance between
the nozzle and the outer radius of the wheel R. However, the wheel is absorb-
ing heat from the solidifying metal. As the wheel temperature rises, it expands.
Expansion of the outer circumference of the wheel C ≡ 2piR decreases G. This
expansion is given by the extensional strain, i ≡ ∆Li/L0i , where L0i is the object’s
original length in the ith dimension, and ∆Li ≡ Li−L0i is the change in that length.
For the circumferential strain, this may be simplified by φ ≡ ∆C/C0 = ∆R/R0.
We can then write an equation for ∆G,
∆G = −R0φ. (4.1)
The total strain is i = 
e
i + 
t
i, the sum of the elastic strain 
e
i and the thermal
strain ti. The thermal strain is 
t
i = αL∆θ for i = (r, φ, z), where αL is the linear
coefficient of expansion and ∆θ = θ − θ0 is the change in temperature[28]. In
the absence of boundary constraints, the rise in temperature results in volumetric
thermal expansion, ∆V/V = 3αL∆θ. However, because the wheel is subject to
geometric constraints, internal stresses develop. The isotropic elastic stress-strain
relationship is given by [28] and is a system of three equations,
ei =
1
E
(
σii − ν
∑
σjj
)
, (4.2)
for i = (r, φ, z) and j 6= i, where σii is the isotropic stress in the ith direction, E
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is Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson ratio. The shear strain is
γij =
1
2G′
σij , (4.3)
for i 6= j, where σij is the shear stress between the ith and jth directions, G′ is
the shear modulus. Here, we assume that the shear stresses, and thus the shear
strains, are identically zero. That is, we assume that right angles are preserved
during expansion. Thus, we only consider the isotropic stresses, denoted by σi
after collapsing repeating indices.
The wheel is bound by two side-plates which are omitted from the schematic
in Fig. [4.2]. The side-plates are affixed to axle, which constrains the rim from
expanding axially, and justifying the assumption that z ≡ 0. This assumption
allows us to eliminate an equation in Eq. [4.2] in favor of a system of two equations,
ei =
1
E
[
σi
(
1− ν2)− σj (ν + ν2)] , (4.4)
for i = (r, φ) and j 6= i.
Noting that d/r = 0.04 < 1/20, we can use the familiar construction of a thin
walled pressure vessel to determine the mechanical strains[58]. We assume that
the stresses and strains are uniform throughout the rim thickness. The balance of
circumferential forces is utilized to relate the internal pressure of the cylinder to
the “hoop stress”, given by σφ = ∆PwR
0/d, where ∆Pw is the pressure difference
between the inside and outside of the wheel. The balance of radial forces indicates
that |σr| ≤ ∆P . Thus |σr| << σφ, which justifies the assumption that σr ≡ 0.
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This leads to the equations
r = −
(
∆PwR
0
d
)(
ν + ν2
E
)
+ αL (1 + ν)∆θ (4.5)
and
φ =
(
∆PwR
0
d
)(
1− ν2
E
)
+ αL (1 + ν)∆θ. (4.6)
It is apparent from these equations that if a pressure difference drives expan-
sion (or contraction) of R, it will decrease (or increase) d, respectively. Thermal
expansion increases both R and d, with identical thermal strain. In our experi-
mental apparatus, the inside of the wheel is open to the air, and thus we assume
that ∆Pw ≡ 0. This is not necessarily the case for actively cooled wheels, where
the inside of the wheel may be enclosed around a heat exchanger. Strain in each
direction then reduces to i = α (1 + ν)∆θ, thermal expansion plus the thermal
stress from the constrained axial direction. Note that ∆d/∆R = d0/R0 = 0.04,
and thus the absolute change in d is much smaller than that of R. If heating of
the wheel is approximated as uniform circumferentially, as in [76], and expansion
occurs quasi-statically, then we can write,
Rφ = R
0αL(1 + ν)∆θ. (4.7)
Substituting Eq. [4.7] into Eq. [4.1] yields,
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∆G = −R0αL(1 + ν)∆θ. (4.8)
4.3 Fluid Flow into Contracting Gap
The amount of ribbon quenched by the substrate will dictate ∆θ. Therefore, it is
necessary to relate the thickness of the ribbon T to G. Previous studies[18, 37]
have found that T is related to G when mass and momentum are steady in the
liquid in the puddle,
T
G
=
ρl
ρs
(
2∆P
ρlU2
)1/2
. (4.9)
Fig. [4.3] compares the measured thickness from a cast to T predicted by Eq. [4.9].
For this cast, prediction falls within 10% of the measurement in all but the first
and last moments of the cast, where transients dominate thickness[11]. Through
this prediction, we can relate G and T at any time. In the remaining sections, we
relate ∆θ to T , and then eliminate T by substituting Eq. [4.9].
4.4 Uniform Expansion
The heat that enters the wheel is proportional to the amount of metal quenched.
This is shown by balancing the heat transfered between the wheel and the quenched
metal ribbon, Qw + Qr = 0, where Qw = MCp∆θ, where M and Cp are the mass
and heat capacity of the wheel, and Qr = −Mr(Cp,l∆θsup + ∆Hf) where Mr is
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Figure 4.3: Plot comparing measured T with the value predicted by Eq. [4.9].
the total mass of ribbon solidified, Cp,l is the heat capacity of the liquid metal,
∆θsup is the difference between initial and melting temperatures of the liquid melt
and ∆Hf is the heat of fusion of the metal. Note that this heat balance neglects
any cooling below melting temperature (i.e. secondary quenching) and ambient or
radiative losses of heat. The value of Mr from t = 0 to t is given by,
Mr = ρsWrU
∫ t
0
T (s)ds (4.10)
The resulting equation for the temperature rise in the substrate is,
θ(t)− θ0 = ρsWrU
(
∆Hf + Cp,l∆θsup
CpM
)∫ t
0
T (s)ds. (4.11)
Substituting Eq. [4.11] into Eq. [4.8] yields
G(t)−G0 = −kt
∫ t
0
T (s)ds, (4.12)
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where kt = ρsWrUR
0αL(1+ ν)(∆Hf +Cp,l∆θsup)/CpM . By substituting Eq. [4.9]
into Eq. [4.12] and defining kf = ρl/ρs
√
2∆P/ρlU2, one obtains,
G(t)−G0 = −ktkf
∫ t
0
G(s)ds. (4.13)
The solution to Eq. [4.13] is G(t) = G0e−ktkf t, which is plotted in Fig. [4.4]
for three different casts. Physical values are taken from Tables [1.1] and [1.2]. The
sensitivity to the choice of Ww is demonstrated in Fig. [4.4(a)]. As shown in the
schematic in Fig. [4.2(b)], the ribbon only solidifies over a portion of the full wheel
width, Ww = 0.135m. In [76], it was argued that the “heat-affected zone” of the
wheel was width of the ribbon, i.e. Ww ≡ Wr = 0.05m. However, some of the
heat absorbed by the wheel will diffuse axially, increasing the heat-affected zone.
Therefore using Ww ≡ 0.05m provides a lower bound for the mass of substrate
expanding, and thus an upper bound on expansion, while using Ww = 0.135m
provides a lower bound on expansion. In fact, Ww ≡ 0.11 is a better fit for the
cast shown in Fig. [4.4(a)]. Further study of the axial diffusion of heat and the
effect on expansion is necessary to address this phenomenon physically. Here, we
choose to use the actual wheel width Ww ≡ 0.135 for all remaining plots to avoid
the introduction of a fitting parameter. In Fig. [4.4(b)], this width results in a
much better prediction, whereas in Fig. [4.4(c)] it is only marginally better than
in Fig. [4.4(a)].
A predictive equation for thickness is then obtained by substituting G(t) into
Eq. [4.9], yielding T (t) = kfG
0e−ktkf t. The predicted values of T (t) are plotted
against measured T for three casts in Fig. [4.5].
The predicted G compares reasonably well with the center-line of the measured
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Figure 4.4: Plot of decay vs data, where: (a) G(0) = 1044µm, kt = 0.372459s
−1,
0.457109s−1, and 1.00564s−1 for Ww = 0.135m (solid), Ww = 0.11m (dashed) and
Ww = 0.05m (double-dashed), respectively, and kf = 0.119; (b) G(0) = 530µm,
kt = 0.382s
−1, kf = 0.144, and Ww = 0.135m; and (c) G(0) = 1043µm, kt =
0.459s−1, kf = 0.120, and Ww = 0.135m.
gap data. However, this model cannot incorporate the eccentricity of the wheel. In
[76], a periodic, linearly decreasing term is added, δ(t)sin(ωt) where δ(t) = δi−kt.
In the semi-empirical function δ(t), δi is measured from the wheel out-of-roundness
and k is fit. In the next section, we develop a non-empirical model for a non-uniform
G0.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of decay vs data, where: (a) G(0) = 1044µm, kt = 0.372459s
−1,
0.457109s−1, and 1.00564s−1 for Ww = 0.135m (solid), Ww = 0.11m (dashed) and
Ww = 0.05m (double-dashed), respectively, and kf = 0.119; (b) G(0) = 530µm,
kt = 0.382s
−1 kf = 0.144, and Ww = 0.135m; and (c) G(0) = 1043µm, kt =
0.459s−1, kf = 0.120, and Ww = 0.135m.
4.5 Non-uniform Expansion
The relationship found in Eq. [4.13] can only produce uniform contraction of the
gap, since it is assumed that the heat spreads uniformly throughout the wheel.
Recent modeling shows that the heat, in fact, penetrates radially much more than
it diffuses circumferentially. This suggests that a circumferentially-resolved model
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Figure 4.6: (a) A schematic for the wheel subdivided into ni wedges of length ∆φ
radians and radius Ri and thickness di for each wedge. The gap G is defined in the
lab frame at the leading edge of the nozzle inlet. (b) A schematic for two adjacent
wedges, the i−1th and ith, stretched in the radial direction for visualization. The
thickness of each wedge is di, the outer arc length of each wedge is given by ∆φRi,
and the inner arc length is ∆φ (Ri − di). The width is Ww.
may be more appropriate. We revisit the original thermal-stress-strain balance
with new assumptions. We model the wheel as n independent wedges, all with
a common, unchanging width Ww. The ith wedge has thickness d
i and outer arc
length C i. Here, C i = ∆φRi and
∑n
i ∆φ = 2pi. The inner arc length is now
(Ri − di)∆φ, as shown in Fig. [4.6(b)].
If this wedge expands freely in the radial and circumferencial directions, while
being constrained axially, then it can be considered part of an annulus of radius
Ri with mass M i = ρWWw∆φ (R
idi − (di)2/2). A second superscript is introduced
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to indicate a quasi-static thermal expansion, denoted by j, and the outer radius of
this wedge after a change in temperature of θi,j − θi,j−1 is then given by,
Ri,j − Ri,j−1 = Ri,j−1αL(1 + ν)
(
θi,j − θi,j−1) (4.14)
and corresponds to a change radial distance from the nozzle given by,
Gi,j −Gi,j−1 = −Ri,j−1αL(1 + ν)
(
θi,j − θi,j−1) . (4.15)
Neglecting cooling and diffusion of heat between wedges, each wedge is heated
only by ribbon solidified above it. The change in temperature of a segment follows
Sec. [4.4], where the mass of ribbon solidifying above the ith segment on the jth
revolution is M i,jR , which will be defined later. Thus, after m revolutions,
θi,m − θi,0 =
(
∆Hf + Cp,l∆θsup
CpM i
)m−1∑
j=0
M i,jR (4.16)
4.5.1 Piece-wise Expansion
A simple estimate of M i,jR = ρsWr∆φR
i,jT i,j allows Eq. [4.15] to be rewritten,
Gi,m −Gi,0 = −ρsWrRi,0αL(1 + ν)
(
∆Hf + Cp,l∆θsup
CpM i
)m−1∑
j=0
∆φRi,jT i,j. (4.17)
Since Ri >> di, the mass of the wedge as M i ≈ ρWWw∆φRi,0di,0, and leads to,
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Gi,m −Gi,0 = −kit
m−1∑
j=0
T i,jRi,j/Ri,0. (4.18)
where kit ≡ ρsWrRi,0αL(1 + ν) (∆Hf + Cp,l∆θsup) /ρWCpWwdi,0. As the length of
the segment and the length of ribbon solidifying above the segment both depend
linearly on ∆φ, this expression is independent of the choice of ni. Note that for
small strain, Ri,j/Ri,0 = 1+ i,jφ ≈ 1. Using this approximation, and Eq. [4.9] with
kf = ρl/ρs
√
2∆P/ρlU2 allows us to write,
Gi,m −Gi,0 = −kfkit
m−1∑
j=0
Gi,j. (4.19)
which may be solved, yielding,
Gi,m = (1− kfkit)mGi,0 (4.20)
This solution is plotted in Fig. [4.7], with the approximation kit = k
0
t where
R0,0 and d0,0 are the average outer radius and thickness of the wheel. All physical
parameters are taken from Tables [1.1] and [1.2]. The gap profile is taken from
rotations of the wheel prior to the beginning of the cast. Eq. [4.20] compares well
with the gap evolution early in the cast. As the cast progresses and the wheel
deforms more, the prediction deviates significantly from the data. This is likely
owing to our assumption that φ << 1 and will be discussed in Sec. [4.6]. This
phenomenon was mentioned in [76] and has been verified here.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of decay vs data, with k0t = 0.244 and (a) kf = 0.119, (b)
kf = 0.144 and (c) kf = 0.119.
4.5.2 Continuous Non-uniform Expansion
In this section, the goal is to derive the continuous analog of Eq. [4.19]. First,
we define a continuous time-sequenced gap G(t, φ(t)) between the nozzle and the
wheel. First, we define a reference angle φ(t) ≡ φ0 +
∫ t
0
(dφ/dt)dt, such that the
angle φ is directly beneath the upstream nozzle edge at time t. The integrand dφ/dt
is the angular velocity, ω ≡ dφ/dt ≡ U/R(φ), which we assume to be constant, i.e.
φ(t) = φ0 + ωt. This assumes that the changes in the radius of the wheel at φ(t),
i.e. R(t, φ(t))/R0(φ(t)) are small, an assumption which will be made later in this
section, as well. The linear shift φ0 represents the location underneath the nozzle
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Figure 4.8: Plot of decay vs data, with k0t = 0.244 and (a) kf = 0.119, (b)
kf = 0.144 and (c) kf = 0.119.
at time t = 0. For algebraic simplicity, we will take φ0 ≡ 0. From this, we define
G(t, φ(t)) as the deviation of this initial gap profile evaluated at φ(t). Explicitly,
G(t, φ(t)) = G0(φ(t)) +
∫ t
0
dG
ds
ds. (4.21)
where dG(t, φ(t))/dt is rate of change of the gap for the infinitesimal wedge of the
wheel beneath the nozzle inlet at time t. Initial quantities such as G0(φ(t)) and
R0(φ(t)) have implicit time-dependence through φ(t), whereas dynamic quantities
such as G(t, φ(t)) and R(t, φ(t)) have both implicit and explicit t-dependence.
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Henceforth, the argument in G(t, φ(t) is shortened to G(t, φ), where the evaluation
of φ is always performed at the explicit value of t. If expansion is quasi-static, as
in Eq. [4.8], then we can write,
G(t, φ)−G0(φ) = −αL(1 + ν)R0(φ)
∫ t
0
dθ
ds
ds. (4.22)
where dθ(t, φ)/dt is rate of change in temperature at φ(t) and t. Since the dynamics
of the gap at the inlet are of interest, the dynamics of the gap in the wheel-frame
over the course of a revolution are neglected. It is assumed that heat conducts
radially into the wheel and the resulting expansion has occured in the segment of
the wheel before it returns to the nozzle. The cummulative heat up of the wheel
is derived from the sensible heat balance in Sec. [4.4], given by,
∫ t
0
dθ
ds
ds =
(
∆Hf + Cp,l∆θsup
2piρwCpWwR0(φ)d0(φ)
)∫ t
0
dMr(φ)
ds
ds, (4.23)
where Mr(φ) is the total mass of ribbon solidified at φ(t).
The derivative of Mr(φ) with respect to φ is found by analogy to Sec. [4.5.1].
For this purpose, we define the total mass of ribbon solidified in a revolution,M ′r(Φ)
where Φ ∈ [0, 2pi). The amount of ribbon solidified above some small segment of
the wheel at radius R(Φ) and arclength ∆ΦR(Φ) is,
M ′r(Φ + ∆Φ)−M ′r(Φ) = ρsWr
∫ Φ+∆Φ
Φ
∫ T (s)+R(s)
R(s)
rdrds. (4.24)
The integral is approximated as M ′r(Φ + ∆Φ) −M ′r(Φ) ≈ ρsWr∆Φ(R(Φ)T (Φ) +
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T (Φ)2/2). In PFMS, ribbon is very thin relative to the radius of the wheel,
i.e. R(Φ) >> T (Φ), allowing further simplification to M ′r(Φ + ∆Φ) −M ′r(Φ) ≈
ρsWr∆ΦR(Φ)T (Φ). The limit of ∆Φ → 0 recovers a differential equation for the
amount of ribbon solidified above an infinitesimal wedge of the wheel during a
revolution,
dM ′r
dΦ
≈ ρsWrT (Φ)R(Φ). (4.25)
The total mass solidified at φ(t) is the sum of the mass solidified at the infinitesimal
wedge corresponding to φ(t) each prior revolution, i.e. Mr(φ) =
∑nrev
j=1 (M
′
r(Φ))Φ=Φj ,
where Φj ≡ φ(t − jτ) for t ∈ [(j − 1)τ, jτ) and Φj ≡ 0 for t outside the interval.
Also, τ = 2pi/ω is the period of a revolution, and nrev = floor(t/τ) is the number
of revolutions the wheel has completed at time t. Thus, dMr/dφ can be written in
terms of dM ′r/dφ,
(
dMr
dφ
)
φ(t)
≈
nrev∑
j=1
(
dM ′r
dΦj
dΦj
dφ
)
φ(t−jτ)
. (4.26)
In Eq. [4.22], dMr/dt can be rewritten (dMr/dφ)(dφ/dt). Substituting this after
evaluating Eq. [4.26] yields,
G(t, φ)−G0(φ) ≈ − kt(φ)
R0(φ)
∫ t
0
[
nrev∑
j=1
(
T (s,Φj)R(s,Φj)
dΦj
dφ
)
Φj=φ(s−jτ)
]
ds. (4.27)
where kt(φ) ≡ αL(1 + ν)ωR0(φ)ρsWr(∆Hf + Cp,l∆θsup)/(2piρwCpWwd0(φ)).
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The integral spans [0, t), however for each term in the sum, dΦj/dφ is only
non-zero for [t − (j + 1)τ, t − jτ), and thus the integral of each term only con-
tributes in this interval. Since these intervals are adjacent and non-overlapping,
the summation collapses into a single integral,
G(t, φ(t))−G0(φ(t)) ≈ − kt(φ)
R0(φ)
∫ t
0
T (s− τ, φ)R(s− τ, φ)ds, (4.28)
Further substituting Eq. [4.9] into Eq. [4.28] yields,
G(t, φ(t))−G0(φ(t)) ≈ −kfkt(φ)
R0(φ)
∫ t
0
G(s− τ, φ)R(s− τ, φ)ds. (4.29)
The formulation arrived at in Eq. [4.29] is then substituted into Eq. [4.21] yields,
G(t, φ) ≈ G0(φ)− kfkt(φ)
R0(φ)
∫ t
0
G(s− τ, φ)R(s− τ, φ)ds. (4.30)
Since R(t) changes much less than G(t), we assume that R(t) ≡ R(t−jτ) = R0(φ).
Thus we can rewrite Eq. [4.30],
G(t, φ) ≈ G0(φ)− kfkt(φ)
∫ t
0
G(s− τ, φ)ds. (4.31)
The solution to this nonlinear delay-integral equation is not sought here. How-
ever, the assumption made between Eq. [4.30] and Eq. [4.31] is qualitatively similar
to the assumption between Eq. [4.18] and Eq. [4.19], specifically, R(t, φ)/R0(φ) =
1 + φ(t, φ) ≈ 1.
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusion
Here we address the effect of the assumption 1 + φ ≈ 1. As the wheel radius
increases, both the gap is constricted and the circumference grows. As the gap
shrinks, less fluid enters the region due to hydrodynamic resistance. As the cir-
cumference grows, a competing effect is seen, as this region of the wheel increases
in length relative to other sections, and thus has a longer segment of ribbon solidify
above it.
This competition may be numerically represented by the ratio of increasing
length to decreasing thickness for an equal change in gap, −2pi∆R/∆T = 2pikf .
This ratio is around 0.75 for the casts in Figs. [4.7(a)] and [4.7(c)], and 0.9 for
the cast in Fig. [4.7(b)]. This perhaps explains why the prediction worsens more
rapidly in Fig. [4.7(b)]. The primary differences between the first and third casts
and the second cast are the wheel speed and the cast length. The slower wheel
speed exacerbates the expected error, as the ratio given is proportional to
√
∆P/U .
The longer cast length simply allows for greater eventual deviation due to any errors
present.
Despite this assumption, the results presented here are an improvement over
previous model as the need for empirical fitting is eliminated, and non-uniform
expansion is allowed. The prediction is particularly good early in the cast. This
prediction could be made prior to the cast if the initial gap data were collected.
Also, future analysis of formulation presented in Sec. [4.5.2] may lead to a more
precise understanding of the nonlinearities evident in the gap dynamics.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Apparatus and
Methodology
5.1 Background
The casting machine consists of a wheel, motor, furnace-box and super-structure
supporting the furnace-box. The machine was originally designed and documented
by JK Carpenter[16]. Modifications to this design and operating procedure have
been recorded[79, 38, 40, 63]. Significant modifications to the super-structure and
furnace-box were performed by CJ Byrne and EA Theisen in 2003[75, 10]. A
photograph of the current casting machine is shown in Fig. [5.1]. The induction
heater on the left of the casting machine is on the left in this photograph. The
motor is on the right. Major modifications to the apparatus and methodology
between Spring 2007 and Spring 2010 are described in the following sections.
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Heater Wheel
Crucible Motor
Super-structure
Figure 5.1: Image of Olin Hall 101 casting apparatus.
5.2 In Situ Debris Removal
Non-uniform or incomplete release of the ribbon product from the substrate results
in debris affixed to the wheel. That debris circulates on the wheel and reenters the
puddle region, as shown in Fig. [5.2]. Debris formation destabilizes the USM and
is often concurrent with streaks on both sides of the ribbon product. These streaks
appear in the direction of the cast and comrpomise the strength and uniformity of
the ribbon product. Throughout the course of a cast, the debris deposited on the
wheel accumulates, compromising (a) the contact between the heat sink (wheel)
and the solidifying metal and (b) the stability of the upstream meniscus. This
debris also makes imaging of the puddle difficult, as previously observed[75]. Since
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2006, several measures have been tested to prevent the debris from circulating on
the wheel.
The first of these methods was a spinning brush (commercial paint roller affixed
to an electric motor). This brush was placed upstream of the puddle, at slightly
less than 45 degrees from the apex of the wheel (9 o’clock position). The brush
successfully removed debris from the wheel, but often sent this debris through the
air, into the puddle region, leading to more serious destabilization of the USM and
worse imaging issues than in the absence of the brush.
The second of these methods was a rubber scraper afixed to the bottom of the
wheel assembly, shown in Fig. [5.3]. The rubber scraper was placed firmly against
the wheel before setting the RPM, immediately prior to casting. This squeegie was
very successful at preventing the circulation of debris and has remained in use.
Debris
Figure 5.2: Debris on wheel from high-speed image.
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Super-structure Debris
Wheel
Squeegee
Figure 5.3: Image of rubber scraper with debris from a cast. The scraper is pressed
against the wheel during a cast.
5.3 Imaging
Prior to the summer of 2008, motion of the puddle was observed using a Kodak
EktaPro high-speed video system, shown in Fig. [5.4(a)], capable of recording
at up to 6000 frames per second (fps) and with 2 GB of storage capacity. The
maximum resolution of images captured by the Kodak is approximately 0.15 mm
per pixel at 6000 fps and with the full puddle in view. A higher ratio of mm
per pixel can be achieved with a smaller field of view. This video must then be
retrieved from the video system using analog RF (composite) signal capture, which
is then redigitized by a computer.
During the summer of 2008, a Redlake MotionXtra HG-XL was acquired, shown
in Fig. [5.4(b)]. This camera is capable of recording up to 100,000 fps onto 16
GB of storage. The maximum resolution of images captured by the Redlake is
approximately 0.03 mm per pixel with the full puddle in view, providing a five-
fold increase over the Kodak EktaPro. At higher frame rates, the exposure time of
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: High-speed imaging systems used in 101 Olin Hall. (a) Kodak Ek-
taPro high-speed video system. (b) Redlake MotionXtra HG-XL high-speed video
camera.
the CCD is decreased, and thus the demand for light increases. The 300 Watt light
bulb that was sufficient for 6000 fps allows video capture only up to around 20,000
fps with the HG-XL, however special lighting loaned from Del Imaging Systems has
allowed casts to be successfully imaged at as high as 50,000 fps, with full puddle
images at 30,000 fps. Video is retrieved in digital form via a TCP/IP connection.
An image captured with the HG-XL is shown in Fig. [5.5].
Both cameras have since been used simultaneously, allowing for puddle imaging
while also capturing high-speed images of the ribbon departing the substrate.
5.3.1 Video Analysis
High-speed images are subsequently analyzed using a variety of software. National
Instruments Vision Assistant software and Xcitex ProAnalyst software are used for
their edge-finding algorithms, and further image analysis is performed in Matlab
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DSM
USM Liquid Puddle
Figure 5.5: Raw image of FHSU08-32 captured at 5000 fps. Labels were super-
imposed to indicate the USM, DSM and liquid puddle. A white dashed line was
added at the wheel/puddle interface to distinguish the puddle from its shadow.
and Mathematica. An example raw image from Cast ID FHSU08-32 is shown in
Fig. [5.5].
5.3.2 Contact Angle Measurements
Matlab code, written by HB van Lengerich for the analysis of the motion of liquid
bridges, was modified to follow the upstream meniscus of the puddle. The angle
of the substrate-puddle-gas contact-line was measured for several casts of varying
wheel speed, gap and surface tension, as shown in Fig. [5.6]. The contact-angle
was not observed to vary consistently with either wheel speed or gap, and for the
typical Al-7% Si alloy cast, the angle was found to lie most often between 140
and 160 degrees, to be compared to a literature estimate of 150 degrees[14]. The
addition of bismuth to the alloy, however, rapidly decreases the surface tension and
results in an observed decrease in the mean contact-angle. The mean contact-angle
was near 130 degrees for Al-7 % Si 4.5% Bi (σ ≈ 0.46 N m−1) and near 120 degrees
for Al-7 % Si 6.9% Bi (σ ≈ 0.43 N m−1) (surface tensions were approximated from
binary alloy data in literature[34]). The contact-line velocity was also measured
for several casts in an attempt to characterize the relationship of the contact-angle
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Figure 5.6: Contact-angle results from video analysis of ACSU08-09, FHSU08-20,
FHSU08-25 and FHSU08-32 (Al-7% Si, σ = 0.86 N m−1), and CJSU09-30 (Al-7%
Si 4.5% Bi, σ = 0.46 N m−1), and CJSU09-38 (Al-7% Si 6.9% Bi, σ = 0.43 N m−1)
at wheel speeds between 6− 10 m s−1 and gaps of 0.75− 1 mm. Standard surface
tension casts are shown in solid lines. CJSU09-30 and CJSU09-38 are dashed
and double-dashed, respectively. Surface tensions are estimated from literature
tables[34].
versus capillary number, Ca = µUCL/σ, where UCL is the measured contact-line
speed, as shown in Fig. [5.7]. The plot suggests that contact-angle and capillary
number are independent of one another.
5.3.3 Puddle Length Measurements
The puddle length L, the length above the substrate over which solidification is
occuring, is an important but difficult to measure quantity. For instance, it has
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Figure 5.7: Contact-angle versus capillary number, Ca = µUCL/σ, where UCL is
the measured contact-line speed, from video analysis of FHSU08-32 and ACSU08-
09 (both Al-7% Si), along with CJSU09-30 (Al-7% Si 4.5% Bi). Mean contact-
angles are by dashed lines, 142.9, 147.4, and 137.8 respectively. Values for FHSU08-
32, ACSU08-09 and CJSU09-30 are shown in red, green and blue, respectively.
been shown that the solidification velocity can be inferred from V = TU/L, where
T and U are easily measured[76]. However, L may be measured directly only by
high-speed imaging. A method for measurement of L has been presented for the
study of solidification velocity[75, 76]. This method measures the length from the
USM to the DSM along a single row of pixels. The longest row of these pixels that
appears to correspond to DSM (instead of ribbon) is converted from pixels to length
and recorded as L. However, the location of the tri-junction between liquid melt,
solid ribbon and the gas is challenging to pin-point, and due to the gentle slope of
the DSM. Subsequently, the method of [75, 76] will systematically understimate
L. Further, any variation from a square view of the puddle by the camera will
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significantly alter the measured L. Left-, right-, and downward-looking images of
the puddle will result in an underestimation of L, while an upward-looking image
will result in an overestimation of L.
In an effort to make these measurements more robust, a new methodology is
proposed. The idea is illustrated in Fig. [5.8]. Note that light and dark are
converted to binary black and white in this side view. The image is then inverted
such that black represents the back-light shining through and white represents the
dark silhouette of the puddle and nozzle. The same row-scanning algorithm as
[75, 76] is used to determine the locations of the USM and DSM, given by the
green squares in Fig. [5.8]. The DSM is then fit to a line, h(x, t) = m(t)x +
b(t), demonstrated by the red line in Fig. [5.8], where t is time associated with
the image. t = 0 represents the beginning of the cast. The time-course of the
value of the lowest USM point, and all four DSM points, are given in Fig. [5.9].
For the fit of h(x, t), only the higher 3 rows are used, as the lowest point on
the DSM (longest length) likely moves below the tri-junction at times during the
cast. The coefficients for this fit are averaged over the time associated with a
thickness measurement, U/LR. The intersection of this line with the height of
ribbon, T (t)− (G(t) −G(0)), is then taken to be the location of the tri-junction,
x∗(t) = (T (t)−G(t) +G(0)− b(t))/m(t), shown in Fig. [5.10].
Figure 5.8: Image illustrating the points of the USM and DSM located by edge-
finding software (green squares). The fit of the DSM points, h(x, t) is shown as a
red line.
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Figure 5.9: Location of the (a) USM, in mm, L and (b) DSM in mm for four
different heights above the initial gap.
The length L is then the distance from the USM to x∗(t). In Fig. [5.11(a)],
Lnew is calculated using this methodology and compared to Lold, acquired using
the old methodology. Note that Lnew > Lold, but that the dynamics are qualita-
tively identical. We may also now plot V = TU/L using this data, shown in Fig.
[5.11(b)], again giving a qualitatively unchanged Vnew. Thus the conclusions of
Theisen 2010 are still be correct, despite a systematic underestimation in L and
overestimation of V .
5.3.4 Profilometry and Surface Roughness Measurements
The profile of the ribbon surface ribbon surface was measured in the manner de-
scribed by Byrne, et al[14], using a MicroXam Interferometric Profilometer (ADE
Phase Shift, Tuscon, AZ). Measurements are filtered and stitched together by
MapVue (Ade Phase Shift) and the results are plotted in Matlab (The Math-
works, Natick, MA) shown in Fig. [2.5(b)]. Single-axis profiles were also acquired
using a Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-301 Surface Roughness Analyzer (courtesy of Hitachi-
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Figure 5.10: Calculated x∗(t).
Metglas, Inc). The Surftest SJ-301 can filter and print data to tape, or output raw
data through an RS-232C connection. The raw data of 4 mm in the stream-wise
direction of ribbon exhibiting herringbone defect is shown in Fig. [5.12]. Scans
of the filtered printout for a different 4 mm stream-wise scan of HB is shown in
Fig. [5.13]. At the time of this thesis, the SRA is being used in a study of defect
depth as a function of cast parameters. Prior measurements were acquired using
optical profilometry (c.f. Sec. [2.3]). The preliminary results of this study are
briefly recounted here.
The morphology of HB was acquired using a MicroXam Interferometric Pro-
filometer (ADE Phase Shift, Tuscon, AZ). Three pieces of ribbon from different
times in the cast were analyzed. Sections of 3mm x 2.5mm containing at least two
defect lines were scanned. The filtered results were then analyzed using MatLAB.
The lines (referred to here as ‘trenches’) associated with each defect were traced,
with a sample shown in Fig. [5.14(a)]. The trench depths were measured and
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of old and new methods for (a) inferring puddle length,
L and (b) calculating solidification velocity, V = TU/L.
plotted as a function of cross-stream displacement. A sample plot of these profiles
is shown in Fig. [5.14(b)]. The mean and median trench depth in µm are shown as
horizontal dashed lines (lowest-valued dashed line and middle-valued dashed line,
respectively), for comparison to the to the global mean interface height (highest-
valued dashed line). The mean and median depth for all lines on each section are
averaged and plotted as a function of cast time t, shown in Fig. [5.15].
5.4 Ribbon Detachment
5.4.1 Background
Study of the mechanism and dynamics of ribbon-substrate adhesion and detach-
ment in PFMS began with the original patent[55]. Anticipating the location of
detachment from the wheel is important for design purposes. Perhaps the greatest
motivation for such studies is a phenomenon where by the ribbon suddenly fails
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Figure 5.12: Height variation versus distance along the cast direction, in µm, as
measured by the Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-301.
to detach from the substrate, known as “catastrophic sticking”. Initial studies
speculated that “centrifugal force” is the cause of detachment[48] but was later
ruled out by a scaling argument[51]. A mechanical means of stripping the product
from the substrate was developed (e.g. gas stripper) to prevent sticking[48]. How-
ever, the reduced product/substrate contact time and added stresses associated
with forced removal have negative consequences, such as non-uniform release of
the product[51].
Later studies have established through a simple argument of scales that the only
mechanism with sufficient strength to break the bond is thermal stress release[51].
Once the ribbon exits the puddle, it begins to cool below melting temperature.
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Figure 5.13: Height versus distance along the cast direction as measured by the
Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-301.
This cooling leads to the accumulation of thermal stress in the cross-stream direc-
tion of the ribbon. At sufficiently high stress, the ribbon overcomes adhesive forces
and departs from the wheel. The conclusion of this study was that the following
physical parameters all contribute to the heat flow into the substrate (and thus the
cooling): (i) substrate surface temperature, (ii) substrate surface chemistry, (iii)
substrate surface geometry, (iv) substrate velocity, (v) substrate surface mainte-
nance procedures, (vii) melt superheat and (viii) ambient atmospheric conditions.
Drop-splat experiments were performed that controlled all but parameter (i),
substrate surface temperature. These experiments found a critical detachment
temperature Tc for each melt/substrate pair. If the substrate temperature rose
above Tc, detachment did not occur. Tc was explained as the ribbon temperature
at which sufficient thermal stress accumulates to overcome adhesive forces. Since
the ribbon cannot cool below the substrate temperature, it is when the substrate
reaches Tc that detachment does not occur. Thus, catastrophic sticking occurs
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: (a) Contour plot of a 3 mm x 2.5 mm section of the wheel-side of
ribbon from FHSU08-32. The contour is plotted in Matlab with a line indicating
the path of the local minimum across the cross-stream direction. (b) The depth of
the local minima as a function of cross-stream distance.
when the substrate temperature exceeds Tc.
In practice in PFMS, (ii) and (iii) should not vary much if (v) does not, and (iv)
and (vii) are cast parameters. Thus, the two uncontrolled parameters are (viii) at-
mospheric conditions, which are presumably not greatly varying, and (i) substrate
surface temperature. Thus, it is anticipated that for PFMS, the detachment length
will depend primariy upon substrate surface temperature and the time for the rib-
bon to reach Tc, and catastrophic sticking is expected if the surface temperature of
the substrate reaches Tc. This potentially explains why catastrophic sticking was
observed in our laboratory when casting on a steel substrate[10]. In particular, the
thermal diffusivity of steel is significantly smaller than that for CuBe, and thus
the surface temperature would be expected to increase much more rapidly.
The experimental studies in literature are limited to the two aforementioned
articles, neither of which provides sufficient data to predict a detachment length.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Mean trench depth normalized by thickness T . (b) Mean trench
depth normalized by gap G.
Previous investigations of detachment length have had little success as catastrophic
sticking is not reproducible and the dynamics of the increase of detachment length
occurs very rapidly[48, 10]. However, some recent progress in this direction is
outlined in the next two sections.
5.4.2 Detachment Temperature Measurement
Interest in the temperature at which the ribbon departs the wheel Tf arises from
several perspectives. First, detachment occurs when the ribbon cools sufficiently
to accumulate thermal stresses that exceed adhesive forces, i.e. Tf ≡ Tc. Also, Tf
is one of two possible fates of heat in the overall heat balance of the PFMS process,
which we now present.
The molten metal prior to the cast is “charged” with an amount of thermal
energy. Throughout the course of a cast, a portion of the initial thermal energy is
imparted into the wheel. The remaining thermal energy remains in the ribbon after
it detaches. To determine the extent of the portion that is quenched by the sub-
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strate, a heat balance is performed over a rectangular control-volume in the puddle
region, as shown in Figure [5.16]. The result is Q5 +Q6 = Q7 +∆Q2−1 +∆Q4−3,
where the energies are defined by: ∆Q2−1 ≡ Q2 −Q1 =McastCp,s (Tm − Tf) /tcast,
the sensible heat lost in the liquid; ∆Q4−3 ≡ Q4−Q3 =McastCp,s (Tm − Tf) /tcast,
the sensible heat lost in the solid; Q5, the heat conducted to wheel; Q6, the heat
conducted to nozzle or air (assumed to be 0); and Q7 = Mcast∆Hf/tcast, the heat
generated by solidification. The heat conducted between liquid and solid Q8 is a
flux within the control volume and does not appear in the overall balance. Knowl-
Figure 5.16: Heat balance for a typical control-volume slice of the puddle, where
Q2 −Q1 is the sensible heat lost in the liquid, Q4 −Q3 is the sensible heat lost in
the solid, Q5 is the heat conducted to wheel, Q6 is the heat conducted to nozzle or
air, Q7 is the latent heat generation and Q8 is the heat conducted between liquid
and solid.
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edge of the material parameters and the mass and duration of the cast along with
Tf would allow Q5 to be determined.
However, the measurement of Tf has been elusive. Non-contact measurement of
ribbon temperature requires precise targeting of the ribbon departure location and
a rapid sampling time. While equipment recently acquired (courtesy of Hitachi-
Metglas, Inc.) may eventually enable measurement of Tf , these challenges have
yet to be overcome. In the meantime, a simple calorimetry experiment is devised
to measure the cast-average of Tf .
Ribbon was cast into an insulated bath which was then covered and allowed to
reach thermal equilibrium. The rise in temperature of the calorimeter ∆Tcal was
then measured. This indicated the total heat absorbed Qcal = (mCp∆T )cal. From
Qcal was calculated the entering temperature of the ribbon, Tribbon,0 = Tribbon,1 +
Qcal/ (mCp)Al. As the Biot number of the ribbon in air was low (Bi = hL/ks ≈
10−5 for a flat plate where h=82 W m−2 K−1, k=220 W m−1 K−1, L = 10−4 m), the
change in temperature in flight from the wheel to the bath ∆Tflight = Tf −Tribbon,0
was estimated using a lumped-parameter analysis to give a characteristic cooling
time of 5 seconds. From this, Tf was calculated using data from 9 experiments,
shown in Figure [5.17]. The mean Tf , T¯f was 509 ± 11 ◦C, which compares
favorably to numerical predictions of 512 ◦C and 520 ◦C for two (different) casts
fit to a computational model by the Brian Thomas group.
There were notable sources of error despite the simplicity of these experiments.
The largest source of error was likely heat loss. The ribbon wound and knotted
as it collected in the calorimeter, and much of it remained above the level of the
bath in initial attempts. In order to ensure that all of the ribbon be completely
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Figure 5.17: The results of 9 calorimetry experiments. The mean of Tf is 509
◦C,
shown dotted. Error bars shown result from the standard deviation of final bath
temperature. Only for the first measurement is the mean excluded from range of
error, and only by 0.3 %.
submerged in the bath, boron nitride strips were painted on the wheel to cut the
ribbon into strips shorter than the length of the calorimeter. Strips that did not
land entirely in the bath were removed prior to equilibriation and not counted
in the total mass of aluminum. Also, the following demands on the fluid in the
calorimeter were difficult to meet. The fluid had to be non-volatile to minimize
heat loss to evaporation, have a high flash point for safety, have a high thermal
diffusivity to allow for quick equilibration and have a high viscosity to minimize
splashing. Corn oil was ultimately decided upon and used for all trials, but some
evaporation and splashing were still observed. Nevertheless, heat loss contributed
solely to negative error, and its major sources, such as those mentioned above,
were qualitatively evident. Thus, trials where this was significant were apparent
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and were deemed failures. Ultimately, 7 of 16 trials were excluded from the data
for this reason. Most of these trials were preliminary attempts, and 5 of the last 6
casts were retained.
5.4.3 Detachment Length Measurements
The donation of a second video camera by Hitachi-Metglas freed up the Kodak
EktaPro to be used for detachment length measurement. In the summers of 2009
and 2010, the EktaPro was used to capture ribbon detachment of many casts at
up to 125 frames per second, a significant improvement over the camcorder used in
previous attempts. This work began as a summer project for Brian Carroll, an un-
dergraduate in the lab. Preliminary results suggest that detachment length varies
proportionally with ribbon thickness. This seems consistent with the predictions
of [51], as the mass of the ribbon should govern cooling time, but a full analysis of
this data is currently under preparation.
5.5 Modified Nozzle Experiments
The effect of nozzle geometry on puddle stability has been studied previously[36], as
has the effect of geometry on the pressure profiles within the puddle[10]. Here, we
describe two types of modified nozzles designed to probe the relationship between
defect formation and pinning of the USM.
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Figure 5.18: Schematic representation of the puddle when (a) the nozzle is a
sharp corner (unmodified) and the meniscus is pinned and (b) the nozzle corner is
rounded (modified) which inhibits pinning.
5.5.1 Half-rounded Upstream Edge
Half of the nozzle’s upstream edge was sanded to produce a smooth, round bound-
ary upon which the meniscus cannot pin. This is shown schematically in Figure
[5.18], where (a) represents the cross-section on the unmodified half and (b) shows
the cross-section with a rounded edge. These casts were performed in the regime
of HB, and exhibited the HB defect on the unmodified side, but exhibited either
CW or interrupted HB formation on the rounded side, as shown in Figure [5.19].
This experimental realization of simultaneous CW and HB patterns implies that
pinning is necessary for HB. More detail about this cast is given in Chapter [2].
5.5.2 Notched Upstream Edge
For a second set of experiments, a rectangular section of the upstream edge was
removed across the length of the slot, producing an L shaped notch in the inlet
nozzle. A photograph of a nozzle with a notch of 1.8 x 4.2 mm is shown in Figure
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Figure 5.19: Ribbon product exhibiting both crosswave (upper-half) and herring-
bone (lower-half) defects.
[5.20(a)], and a schematic of the puddle with a notched nozzle is shown in Figure
[5.20(b)]. These casts were performed in the regime of HB formation, but exhibited
CW defect for the majority of the cast, as shown in Figure [5.21], where the data
for the notched casts is compared to HB and CW. In the high-speed video of
the puddle, the USM appeared to remain pinned throughout the cast, but this is
difficult to confirm with complete confidence. This result suggests that pinning
is not sufficient for the appearance of the HB defect. The specific mechanism for
HB inhibition remains unclear. The modified nozzle inserts could not be cleaned
and reused, so only 3 such casts were performed, with measured notch heights and
lengths of 2.3 x 2.2 mm (CJSU10-05), 1.7 x 3.8 mm (CJSU10-06) and 1.8 x 4.2
mm (CJSU10-07).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.20: (a) A photograph of a nozzle with a 1.8 mm high by 4.2 mm long
notch removed and (b) a schematic of the puddle with a notched nozzle.
5.6 Conclusion
In summation, changes to experimental methodology and the acquisition of new
equipment has allowed for both new and more precise measurement of many cast
parameters. The introduction of a mechanical scraper has improved ribbon qual-
ity. The acquisition of a new camera has improved video analysis, allowing for
improved measurement of directly observable geometric parameters. The addi-
tional camera has also allowed simultaneous high-speed video capture at both
puddle and cast scale, elucidating the dynamics of ribbon detachment. Simple
calorimetry experiments have further informed the study of ribbon detachment
and leaving temperature. Finally, modified nozzle inserts have provided insight
into the physical influences on defect formation.
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Figure 5.21: Notched casts compared to HB and CW data w.r.t. (a) the We vs PI
operating window and (b) capillary frequencies.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 High-Frequency Defect Formation
Chapter [2] examines where in parameter-space and at what frequency the herring-
bone casting-defect appears through comparison to the crosswave casting-defect.
Experiments suggest that pinning of the upstream meniscus is a necessary con-
dition for HB. When the upstream meniscus cannot pin, CW appears. Pinning
may be prevented by the geometry of the nozzle, and it is experimentally shown
that a rounded nozzle, which should not allow pinning, results in CW. The USM
may also become unpinned if the pressure of the fluid is sufficiently high to wet
the nozzle. A semi-empirical threshold for this pressure is presented, based on We
and PI. It is shown that experiments in the (We, PI)− plane on one side of this
threshold exclusively exhibit the CW defect, whereas on the other, both HB and
CW appear. The frequency of HB scales with fc =
√
σ/ρG3 like CW, but this
scaled frequency is proportional toWe, indicating an influence of inertia that is not
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the puddle when (a) flow is not separated
and (b) flow is separated in the upstream and downstream. Separation lines repre-
sent the streamlines dividing the flow in the puddle region. Region I is conserved
from (a) but Regions II and III (shaded) emerge as distinct hydrodynamic regions.
present in CW. The decoupling of CW from We is likely related to the separation
of flow adjacent to the meniscus that likely coincides with de-pinning. Here, we
briefly discuss how this separation can influence the local physics.
This discussion merits some comments about the relationship between solidifi-
cation, the meniscus, and flow. There are two possibilities regarding the nature of
the meniscus and the substrate: either the metal contacts the wheel as a liquid, in
which case there is a dynamic contact line and a tri-junction, or the liquid feeds
directly into the solidification front, and no moving contact line is formed[71]. As
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the solidification is extremely rapid, it is likely that the metal solidifies upon con-
tact with the substrate, and no dynamic contact line is present. The fluid flow,
heat transfer, and solidification near tri-junctions were studied in depth by An-
derson and Davis[1]. Their investigations revealed local geometric requirements
for the flow based on the mass and heat transfer requirements at the solidification
front. For a steady solidification front, the feed rate must be given by ρlu = ρsU
to balance the mass. I.e. as ρs/ρl > 1, the feed rate must be greater than U .
Additionally, any flow adjacent the meniscus must be tangent to the interface for
the meniscus to be stationary. The scaling analysis indicates that the dominant
flow interacting with surface tension in the oscillation is proportional to U . If
the flow is separated in the upstream puddle region, the meniscus will not expe-
rience this flow, and no such We dependence should be expected. Thus, for this
interpretation to be viable, the selection mechanism between the crosswave and
herringbone defects should be the separation of the flow in the upstream region.
This is represented in Fig. [6.1(b)], to be constrasted with the unseparated case
in Fig, [6.1(a)].
A model directly related to PFMS yielding this scaling has not been established.
However, if is reorganized into λ/G = (CHB
√
We)−1, a familiar scaling emerges.
Christodoulou and Scriven found a comparable dependence in a study of slide
coating, a process used in manufacture of photographic products[20]. They solved
the Navier-Stokes equation for the base flow down the slide, as represented in
Fig. [6.2]. Linearized perturbations to the base state showed that for Re >> 1,
standing waves persist for long distances upstream. The estimated wavelength
of these standing waves is λ/h0 = (C0
√
We0)
−1, where C0 = 18/25pi, h0 is the
height of the fluid in the direction normal to the plane, We0 = ρU
2
0h0/σ and U0 is
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of flow down a slide as examined by Christodoulou &
Scriven[20]. A free interface, with height h is perturbed from its planar base
state (dashed), with height h0. The fully developed flow on the slide is a function
u(x, y) (represented by arrows) whose mean is U0.
the average velocity in the fluid on the slide. Observe that if We0 were rewritten
assuming h0 is equivalent to G and U0 is equivalent to U , then We0 = 2We and
the proportionality constants are only off by ten percent, as 1/CHB = 12.5 and
2/C0 ≈ 11.48. This scenario differs somewhat from the USM in PFMS, but the
important physics in slide coating may be able to inform the essential physics
required for successful modeling of this mechanism.
In Chap. [2], we showed the surface topology of both HB and CW acquired by
optical profilometry.
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6.2 Dynamics of Coupled Cylindrical Menisci
Chapter [3] examines the stability and dynamics of coupled cylindrical-cap menisci,
and the regime for which this two-dimensional analysis should be valid is reported.
This study was motivated by the oscillations of the USM seen in the CW defect.
While the 2D static stability and phase-plane dynamics closely compare to previous
work on coupled spherical-caps, the weakly nonlinear analysis of finite amplitude
dynamics is new, and may be adapted to similar geometries. The scaled frequencies
range from 0−1.6, where the frequency of 1.6 appears for the limit of zero-volume
and the frequency of 0 appears at the semi-circular limit. These frequencies are
all smaller than the CW frequency of 1.9− 2.
Further, this model only captures center-of-mass (COM) motions. Byrne et al
observed that the average deviation of the USM had 2 nodes (i.e. deviations from
the equilibrium profile exhibited 2 crossings of the equilibrium shape). Thus, it
is not expected that COM motions should capture the frequency of the observed
oscillations.
6.3 Gap Expansion
Chapter [4] seeks to elucidates the dynamics of gap expansion, first through a care-
ful treatment of the mechanics leading to previous models, and then by adapting
the governing equations to capture higher-order dynamics observed in the data.
Variations in the gap lead to variations in thermal loading of the substrate, and
this results in variable expansion of the wheel, a phenomenon previously captured
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through empirical fitting.
The piece-wise expansion model developed in Sec. [4.5.1] captures the decaying
amplitude of oscillations which result from differential expansion. However, this
model does not capture the increasing amplitude of the secondary oscillations
apparent in G(t). It is likely that this secondary oscillation results from the relative
expansion of the length of each segment neglected by assuming that 1+φ ≈ 1. This
claim is supported by the increasing deviation between predicted and observed G(t)
as the throughout the cast. The nonlinear effect of the small-strain assumption
might be captured by a full solution to Eq. [4.19] in Sec. [4.5.1] or Eq. [4.30] in
Sec. [4.5.2].
6.4 Experimental Apparatus and Methodology
Chapter [5] documents the changes made to the experimental methodologies and
the new equipment that has been acquired. The new high-speed imaging system
(HSIS) and surface roughness analyzer (SRA) (both courtesy of Hitachi-Metglas,
Inc.) should further elucidate the dynamics of the melt puddle.
The HSIS has dramatically improved puddle imaging capabilities. Most no-
tably, both spatial and temporal resolution can be increased by an order of magni-
tude. Increased resolution will undoubtedly improve sensitive measurements of dy-
namic geometric quantites, e.g. puddle length and contact angle. In Sec. [5.3.3], it
was demonstrated how increased image resolution can improve the study of impor-
tant puddle physics captured by inferred properties, such as solidification velocity.
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Image analysis may also reveal transitions to the topology of flow in the puddle,
as predicted by previous studies (c.f. Appendix [B]). In Sec. [5.3.2], a preliminary
study of contact angle dynamics was performed. A parametric study of dynamic
contact angle should reveal whether it is determined by the melt/substrate wetting
or solidification, as discussed in Sec. [6.1].
The SRA is being used in a current study of defect morphology as a function
of cast parameters. Determining the parametric dependence of micron-scale defect
morphology should elucidate the relationship between micrometer-, millimeter- and
meter-scale physics as they relate to defect formation. The previous study of CW
proposed that oscillations of the USM resulted in heat-transfer interruptions[12].
For this to be true, surface tension and inertia should effect micrometer-scale dy-
namics. In contrast, if defect morphology is independent of the currently known
defect physics, then micrometer-scale disturbances likely lead to the macroscopic
oscillations.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Experimental Data
Table A.1: Table of experimental data for PFMS in OH
101 since Spring 2007.
Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
ACSU10-01 5.73 1.016 0.225 492 44.56 1.146
ACSU10-02 5.73 0.762 0.067 492 33.63 0.986
ACSU10-03 7.00 0.508 0.138 441 34.14 0.766
ACSU10-04 9.55 1.016 0.119 402 127.13 1.325
ACSU10-05 9.55 1.016 0.102 385 127.7 1.347
ACSU10-06 9.55 1.016 0.095 393 127.12 1.351
ACSU10-07 9.55 1.016 428 127.42 1.588
ACSU10-08 9.55 1.016 0.123 425 127.41 1.345
ACSU10-09 9.55 1.016 334 127.45 1.47
ACSU10-10 9.55 1.016 394 127.69 1.527
ACSU10-11 9.55 0.762 345 95.15
ACSU10-12 9.55 0.762 485 95.88
ACSU10-13 9.55 0.762 440 96.12
ACSU10-14 9.55 0.762 295 95.65
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
ACSU10-15 9.55 0.762 462 95.53
CJSU10-01 4.78 0.508 492 16.33 0.619
CJSU10-02 4.78 0.508 0.156 621 16.32 0.565
CJSU10-03 4.78 0.508 0.107 481 15.98 0.612
CJSU10-04 9.55 1.016 0.122 688 126.71 1.332
CJSU10-05 9.55 1.016 0.119 527 127.51 1.075
CJSU10-06xiv 9.55 1.016 0.088 443 127.84 0.833
CJSU10-07xiv 9.55 1.016 0.123 349 127.11 1.335
CJSU10-08 4.78 1.016 0.227 346 31.81 1.219
CJSU10-09 4.78 1.016 0.147 484 31.49 1.207
CJSU10-10 5.73 1.016 0.191 514 46.69 1.232
CJSU10-11 5.73 0.762 0.115 432 34.2 1.254
CJSU10-12 9.55 1.016 0.094 419 127.59 1.186
CJSU10-13 5.73 0.762 0.097 357 34.48 0.919
CJSU10-14 5.73 0.762 0.086 554 34.23 0.852
CJSU10-15 7.00 1.016 0.110 441 68.58 1.313
CJSU10-16 7.00 1.016 0.112 393 51.33 1.022
CJSU10-17 11.46 1.016 0.095 448 175.46 1.591
CJSU10-18 11.46 1.016 0.076 383 184.26 1.173
CJSU10-19 11.46 1.016 0.086 415 183.54 1.345
CJSU10-20 6.05 0.762 0.211 432 38.17 1.157
CJSU10-21 6.05 0.762 0.145 418 38.36 1.014
CJSU10-22 7.00 0.508 0.068 470 34.41 0.843
CJSU10-23 9.55 1.016 0.112 502 127.51 1.368
CJSU10-24 9.55 0.254 0.052 403 31.95 0.438
CJSU10-25 9.55 0.254 0.044 397 31.72 0.419
CJSU10-26 9.55 0.508 0.069 344 63.83 0.777
CJSU10-27 9.55 0.508 0.054 308 63.42 0.798
CJSU10-28 9.55 0.381 0.073 435 47.68 0.643
CJSU10-29 9.55 0.381 0.055 371 48.06 0.641
CJSU10-30 9.55 0.508 0.045 498 63.8 0.867
CJSU10-31 9.55 1.016 397 127.23 1.648
CJSU10-32 9.55 1.016 402 127.42 1.554
CJSU10-33 7.96 1.016 357 88.74 1.539
CJSU10-34 7.00 1.016 433 68.6 1.581
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
CJSU10-35 9.55 1.016 450 127.61 2.268
CJSU10-36 9.55 1.016 353 127.39 1.342
CJSU10-37 9.55 1.016 549 128.08 2.157
CJSU10-38 9.55 1.016 534 127.91 1.652
CJSU10-39 9.55 1.016 0.14 283 127.42 1.197
ACSU09-01 7.96 1.905 288 166.93 1.859
ACSU09-02 7.96 1.905 0.156 224 164.12 1.796
ACSU09-03ii 9.55 1.016 0.121 351 126.49 1.165
ACSU09-04iii 9.55 1.016 0.121 416 126.41 1.277
ACSU09-05iv 9.55 1.016 0.096 528 126.4 1.327
ACSU09-06v 9.55 1.016 0.086 416 127.2 1.295
ACSU09-07 6.05 2.54 404
ACSU09-08 7.96 1.905 360
ACSU09-09 6.05 2.54 307
ACSU09-10 11.94 0.254 404
ACSU09-11 11.94 0.254 347
ACSU09-12xi 9.55 0.762 0.094 603 180.16 1.883
ACSU09-13xii 10.35 0.762 0.110 559 216.44 1.876
ACSU09-14 9.55 0.762 430
ACSU09-15 9.55 0.762 0.115 414 96.55 1.101
ACSU09-16 7.96 0.508 525
ACSU09-17ix 7.96 0.508 0.084 454 80.94 0.897
ACSU09-18 7.96 0.610 446
ACSU09-19 9.55 1.016 0.102 469 128.68 1.191
ACSU09-20 9.55 1.016 0.112 501 127.73 1.196
ACSU09-21 9.55 1.016 0.093 510 127.88 1.185
ACSU09-22 7.96 0.508 0.054 434 59.04 0.802
ACSU09-23 7.96 0.762 453
CJSU09-01 9.55 1.016 0.151 338 124.06 1.23
CJSU09-02 9.55 1.016 0.119 345 126.87
CJSU09-03 9.55 1.016 532 128.2 1.171
CJSU09-04 9.55 1.016 0.144 361 127.43 1.232
CJSU09-05 9.55 1.016 0.115 375 126.7 1.236
CJSU09-06 9.55 1.016 0.122 349 128.19 1.248
CJSU09-07 7.96 1.016 398
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
CJSU09-08 7.96 1.016 528
CJSU09-09 7.96 1.016 360
CJSU09-10 6.37 1.016 345
CJSU09-11 6.05 2.54 365
CJSU09-12 6.37 1.016 376
CJSU09-13 4.78 1.016 324
CJSU09-14 4.78 1.016 378
CJSU09-15 3.18 1.016 0.365 335 13.96 1.058
CJSU09-16 3.18 1.016 334
CJSU09-17 6.05 1.905 342
CJSU09-18 3.18 1.016 358
CJSU09-19 9.55 0.610 386
CJSU09-20 9.55 0.610 352
CJSU09-21 6.37 0.610 354
CJSU09-22 6.37 0.610 385
CJSU09-23 6.37 0.610 419
CJSU09-24 6.37 0.610 326
CJSU09-25 9.55 0.610 436
CJSU09-26 9.55 0.610 426
CJSU09-27 9.55 0.457 386
CJSU09-28 9.55 0.762 379
CJSU09-29 9.55 0.762 586
CJSU09-30x 6.37 1.016 0.197 558 109.73 2.261
CJSU09-31ix 9.55 1.016 0.143 613 245.09 2.392
CJSU09-32 9.55 1.016 464
CJSU09-33 9.55 1.016 0.103 390 128.53 1.137
CJSU09-34 9.55 1.016 599
CJSU09-35 7.96 0.762 386
CJSU09-36 7.96 0.762 564
CJSU09-37xiv 7.96 0.762 0.125 356 66.65 0.733
CJSU09-38xiii 7.96 1.016 0.169 409 173.11 1.989
CJSU09-39xiii 7.96 1.016 0.161 579 169.62 1.943
ACSP09-01 9.55 0.762 324
ACSP09-02 9.55 0.762 320
CJSP09-01 9.55 0.762 324
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
ACFA08-01 9.55 0.457 0.074 240 57.98 1.138
ACFA08-02i 9.55 0.762 0.077 496 96.54 1.309
ACSU08-01 7.96 1.016 0.116 397 87.81 1.109
ACSU08-02xv 9.55 1.016 428 127.55 1.094
ACSU08-03xv 9.55 1.016 0.100 407 128.61 0.693
ACSU08-04xv 9.55 1.016 0.127 397 127.46 1.203
ACSU08-05 9.55 1.016 0.123 384 127.53 1.138
ACSU08-06 9.55 1.016 0.082 438 95.9 1.02
ACSU08-07 7.96 1.016 0.104 608 89.03 1.024
ACSU08-08 7.00 0.762 0.085 399 38.06 0.708
ACSU08-09 7.96 1.016 0.098 386 50.75 0.898
ACSU08-10 9.55 1.016 0.069 599 126.87 1.109
ACSU08-11 9.55 1.016 440
ACSU08-12 7.96 1.016 0.109 419 87.96 1.019
ACSU08-13 9.55 1.016 0.082 376 50.75 1.056
ACSU08-14 9.55 1.016 0.118 418 128.27 0.962
ACSU08-15 9.55 0.762 0.076 552 97.58 1.224
ACSU08-16 7.96 0.762 0.09 451 66.88 1.24
ACSU08-17 7.96 1.016 0.116 415 88.34 1.58
ACSU08-18 7.96 0.762 0.071 623 66.3 1.173
ACSU08-19 9.55 0.254 547
ACSU08-20 9.55 0.508 0.074 230 31.79 0.555
FHSU08-01 7.96 1.016 0.105 351 89.99 0.987
FHSU08-02 7.96 1.016 0.122 345 89.25 1.196
FHSU08-03 7.96 1.016 0.113 359 88.84 0.973
FHSU08-04 7.96 1.016 0.138 436 89.07 1.492
FHSU08-05 7.96 1.016 431 81.61 1.744
FHSU08-06 7.96 1.016 421 111.16 3.385
FHSU08-07 9.55 1.016 0.108 440 126.43 1.346
FHSU08-08 9.55 1.016 0.095 469 125.55 1.321
FHSU08-09 9.55 1.016 0.093 447 130.06 1.341
FHSU08-10 9.55 1.016 453 133.06 1.113
FHSU08-11 9.55 0.787 0.089 419 98.08 1.008
FHSU08-12 9.55 0.610 0.069 419 75.6 0.789
FHSU08-13 9.55 0.610 0.074 411 77.63 0.718
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
FHSU08-14 9.55 0.762 0.085 465 94.77 0.979
FHSU08-15 9.55 0.762 0.074 392 100.33 0.986
FHSU08-16 9.55 0.762 0.112 308 97.49 0.875
FHSU08-17 9.55 0.762 0.076 393 95.95 1.017
FHSU08-18 9.55 0.762 0.077 416 96.6 1.053
FHSU08-19 9.55 0.762 0.091 468 95.15
FHSU08-20 6.05 1.016 0.121 441 50.75 0.974
FHSU08-21 7.00 0.762 0.086 399 51.12 0.71
FHSU08-22 7.00 0.762 0.100 399 51.12 0.71
FHSU08-23 7.96 1.016 0.091 546 87.92 1.026
FHSU08-24 9.55 1.016 0.094 407 127.44 1.086
FHSU08-25xvi 6.37 1.016 0.148 457 58.53 0.99
FHSU08-26xvi 6.37 1.016 0.193 376 57.24 0.921
FHSU08-27 9.55 1.016 365 50.75 1.048
FHSU08-28 9.55 1.016 0.113 377 126.21 1.228
FHSU08-29viii 9.55 1.016 0.079 429 126.52 1.001
FHSU08-30xvi 9.55 1.016 0.112 393 126.06 0.949
FHSU08-31 9.55 1.016 0.078 441 117.96 1.107
FHSU08-32 9.55 0.762 0.077 445 98.56 0.98
FHSU08-33 7.96 0.762 0.110 519 65.62 1.149
FHSU08-34 7.96 0.762 0.100 448 66.11 1.213
FHSU08-35 7.96 0.762 0.106 411 66.74 1.194
FHSU08-36 7.96 1.016 0.138 389 88.22 1.528
FHSU08-37 7.96 0.762 0.102 427 63.99 0.84
FHSU08-38 6.05 0.762 0.113 427 39.58 0.742
CDSP08-01 7.96 0.762 0.103 402 65.76 0.71
CDSP08-02 7.96 0.762 503 66.27 0.862
CDSU07-01 7.96 0.610 0.079 728 53.42 0.63
CDSU07-02 7.96 0.787 705 67.97 1.006
CDSU07-03 7.96 0.787 415 68.37 0.841
CDSU07-04 7.96 0.787 405 69. 0.835
CDSU07-05 7.96 0.787 623 68.37 0.959
CDSU07-06 7.96 0.787 0.099 669 68.14 0.805
CDSU07-07 7.96 0.787 0.094 663 68.48 0.8
CDSU07-08 7.96 0.787 0.09 664 69. 0.808
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
CDSU07-09 7.96 0.787 378 68.5 0.82
CDSU07-10 7.96 0.787 371 68.67 0.816
CDSU07-11 7.96 0.787 377 68.22 0.819
CDSU07-12 7.96 0.787 644 68.4 0.971
CDSU07-13 7.96 0.787 362 68.45 0.81
CDSU07-14 7.96 0.787 374 68.4 0.817
CDSU07-15 7.96 0.787 370 68.25 0.815
CDSU07-16 7.96 0.787 367 68.4 0.813
CDSU07-17 7.96 0.787 357 68.14 0.808
CDSU07-18 7.96 0.787 628 68.67 1.582
CDSU07-19 7.96 1.041 645 90.69 1.285
CDSU07-20 7.96 0.787 334 67.97 0.795
CDSU07-21 7.96 0.787 318 68.3 0.785
CDSU07-22 6.37 0.610 0.082 649 33.82 1.118
CDSU07-23 6.37 0.787 0.105 655 43.44 0.831
CDSU07-24 8.18 0.787 613 61.62 0.953
CDSU07-25 8.75 0.787 0.152 467 76.8 1.879
CDSU07-26 7.8 0.787 0.094 560 65.65 1.608
CDSU07-27 6.69 0.787 0.138 622 63.31 1.516
CDSU07-28 8.69 0.787 0.124 702 81.5 1.505
CDSU07-29 7.96 0.787 0.137 623 68.65 0.79
CDSU07-30 7.96 0.457 0.119 647 39.28 1.299
CDSU07-31 7.96 0.457 0.094 625 39.47 1.419
CDSU07-32 7.96 0.787 0.12 689 68.66 1.222
CDSU07-33 7.96 0.787 0.137 564 69.39 1.556
CDSU07-34 7.96 0.610 0.118 598 66.71 1.643
CDSU07-35 7.96 0.610 0.09 600 68.93 1.649
CDSU07-36 7.8 0.610 0.115 604 50.78 1.373
CDSU07-37 7.96 0.610 0.091 611 67.02 1.758
CDSU07-38 7.96 0.610 0.098 582 52.11 1.311
CDSU07-39vii 7.96 0.610 0.087 355 53.07 1.245
CDSU07-40vii 7.96 0.610 0.108 339 52.89 1.225
CDSU07-41vii 7.96 0.610 0.108 232 52.84 1.348
CDSU07-42 6.37 0.762 0.149 497 41.95 1.46
CDSU07-43 6.37 0.762 0.13 555 42.2 1.563
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Cast ID U G T Mass We PI
(m/s) (mm) (mm) (kg)
CDSU07-44 6.37 0.762 0.187 562 42.22 1.518
CDSU07-45 6.37 0.762 0.162 561 38.54 1.377
CDSU07-46 6.37 0.762 0.158 575 42.47 1.536
CDSU07-47 6.37 0.762 0.148 452 42.41 1.613
CDSU07-48 6.37 0.762 0.191 448 35.25 1.609
CDSU07-49vii 9.55 0.762 0.083 266 95.43 1.252
CDSU07-50 6.37 0.762 0.159 593 43.61 1.562
CDSU07-51 9.55 0.508 0.105 600 61.58 1.282
CDSU07-52 6.37 0.762 0.168 604 42.31 1.473
CDSU07-53 6.37 0.762 0.125 523 41.23 1.168
CDSP07-01 5.73 0.610 0.116 556 28.08
CDSP07-02 9.55 0.610 567 76.92 0.717
CDSP07-03 6.37 0.787 580 44.16 0.935
CDSP07-04 6.37 0.610 473 34.19 0.676
CDSP07-05 6.37 0.610 469 34.19 0.675
CDSP07-06 6.37 0.610 490 34.19 0.684
CDSP07-07 6.37 0.610 507 34.19 0.691
CDSP07-08 7.96 0.610 0.086 540 53.42 0.581
CDSP07-09 7.96 0.610 0.072 657 53.42 0.615
Notes:
i 99% Al; ii 13.2, iii 14.8, iv 18.1 and v 21% Si (for Al-x Si);
vi Al-7% Si-3.5% Mg; vii W = 2.5 mm; viii B = 3 mm;
ix 3.5, x 4.5, xi 4.8, xii 5 and xiii 7% Bi (for Al-7% Si-x Bi);
xiv Rounded, xv notched and xvi slanted upstream nozzle edge.
Appendix B
Detachment of the Downstream
Meniscus
Previous studies have predicted the slope of the DSM[63, 5]. The development
of [63] is briefly recapitulated. If the puddle is quasi-steady, the flow within
may be represented by the schematic in Fig. [B.1]. A mass balance about the
puddle obtains puddle-averaged velocities required to meet the mass flow rate of
Figure B.1: Schematic of the puddle when flow is quasi-steady.
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product, ρsTU . Fluid enters the puddle with an average velocity of (ux, uy) =
(0, uin = TU/B), and thus, the initial fluid momentum in the x-direction is zero.
The bulk of the fluid turns downstream reaching an average horizontal velocity
of u¯ = ρslTU/G. This bulk feeds two boundary layers, an upper surface tension
boundary layer where fluid approaches the DSM and a lower suction boundary
layer feeding the solidification front, where fluid must accelerate to ux = U . As
U >> u¯, the force placed upon the flow from this boundary layer is appreciable,
but the high Re indicates that the viscous length scale is small relative to the
convection of momentum, so the effect on the bulk flow may still be small. To first
order, the x-momentum balance in the bulk is
d
dx
∫ h(x)−δt(x)
η(x)+δb(x)
ρlu
2
xdy +
∫ h(x)−δt(x)
η(x)+δb(x)
∂P
∂x
dy − ρl (uxuy)h+δb = 0. (B.1)
A scaling analysis of the mass balance indicates three unknown scales, u, δb
and uy|h+δb. Assuming Re >> G/T and U >> u¯ shows that δb, δt << T ; i.e.
H(x) >> δb and h(x) >> δt. The mass balance in the y-direction reveals that
uy|h+δb ≈ −ρslUdh/dx. Neglecting terms of O(u¯) or smaller, Eq. [B.1] becomes
d
dx
∫ h(x)
η(x)
ρlu
2dy +
∫ h(x)
η(x)
∂P
∂x
dy − ρsU dh
dx
u|h = 0. (B.2)
The y-momentum balance, not shown here, is dominated by the pressure terms,
and to leading order is simply Ph − Pη = 0[63]. Thus there is no appreciable
dependence of P on y, or ∂P/∂x ≡ dP/dx. Further development leads to the first
order solution for the DSM,
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h0(x) = 1 +
ρs
ρlu¯(xD)
(η0(x
D)− η0(x)). (B.3)
where u¯(xD) = G
√
2∆P/ρlU2 is given by a well-known Bernoulli-based correlation
[37, 39]. The detachment point xD may be extrapolated from the measurement of
h(x, t) = m(t)x+ b(t) in Sec. [5.3.3], and is shown in Fig. [B.2].
The DSM appears to detach from the inlet nozzle midway through the cast.
This detachment coincides with the deviation of the slope of Eq. [B.3], dh0/dx =
ρsT/ρlu¯(x
D)L, from the measured slope, ∂h/∂x = m(t), as shown in Fig. [B.3].
As the scaling result should remain unchanged, the simultaneous detachment and
failure of the predicted DSM slope suggests that detachment coincides with a failure
of u¯(xD) = G
√
2∆P/ρlU2. Reed 2001 proposes that the streamwise pressure
gradient becomes zero at leading order below the detachment point, and Bichi
2008 suggests that this results in vortex shedding. These conditions are consistent
with the failure of the irrotational assumption that allows the Bernoulli balance to
predict the pressure gradients, and supports the streamlines predicted by previous
studies; however, further experimental investigation is necessary before any strong
conclusions can be made.
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Figure B.2: Calculated xD(t).
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Figure B.3: Measured slope of h(x, t) versus prediction from Bernoulli balance.
Appendix C
Dynamics of a Conservative
Oscillator with Gravity- and
Capillary-Induced Forces.
C.1 Overview
Conservative oscillators are a frequently studied and heavily documented subject,
and simple models often provide insight into the behavior of complicated systems.
A fairly simple potential function may exhibit complicated bifurcation behavior
upon variation of parameters. Here we develop a simple model to explore the
physics of a particular pairing of forces: gravity acts upon a liquid in one region of
the fluid, and capillary forces are dominant in another region. We do so in search
of frequencies near those of a common defect in a metal casting process.
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Figure C.1: Representative sketch of contact zone during a cast with low over-
pressure[12].
C.2 Motivation
A metal casting process known as planar-flow melt spinning involves the forced
extrusion of molten metal from a reservoir onto a moving substrate. A puddle
of liquid is formed in the contact zone. Experiments show that the herringbone
casting-defect often occurs in casts in which a low (but greater than atmospheric)
pressure is applied to the liquid reservoir [12]. In this regime, the liquid-gas inter-
face often forms a constrained meniscus in the puddle region, justifying a pinned
contact condition with a surface energy dominated by capillary force. Also, when
the applied pressure is low, the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid reservoir is more
likely to contribute to the behavior of the fluid in the puddle region.
To examine the aforementioned behavior, a simplified system is imagined, in
which a reservoir of liquid sits above a confined puddle. The reservoir of liquid is
taken to have constant radius, and be acted upon by the force of gravity. Solid-
liquid and liquid-gas interactions are neglected at interfaces of the reservoir for
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simplicity. This does not depart greatly from the experimental scenario, as the
typical capillary pressure on the liquid reservoir is small relative to hydrostatic
pressure, on the orders of 10 and 1000 Pa, respectively, only reaching comparable
magnitudes in the final stages of the cast[10].
The confined puddle is imagined as a squat cylindrical plug of liquid, with a
large radius-to-height ratio. Volume and momentum are exchanged freely with
the reservoir. When acted upon by the hydrostatic pressure from the reservoir, its
interface deforms to a corresponding pressure value. The deformed interface shapes
are confined to circular cap cross-sections acted upon by a Young-Laplace force,
for simplicity of calculations. The small height of the puddle places the surface in
a capillary dominated regime, allowing us to neglect the effects of gravity in this
region.
In the following section, a model is proposed from these assumptions, neglecting
viscosity and all other irreversible energy losses.
C.3 Dynamical System
The simplified model for the puddle region is sketched in Fig. (C.2). The system
is taken to be axisymmetric for ease of calculation. Newton’s law for the center-of-
mass takes the form d
dt
(
mdyc
dt
)
=
∑
Forces, where yc is the center-of-mass of the
system. For simplicity, the system is divided into two elements, the puddle and
the reservoir, with volumes V1 and V2 and centers-of-mass y1 and y2, respectively.
Total volume VT = V1 + V2 is taken to be constant, and the liquid is assumed
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Figure C.2: Physical sketch of model system.
incompressible and of constant density, ρ, so the inertial term may be rewritten
ρ d
2
dt2
(VTyc). Note that yc =
V1y1+V2y2
VT
, and that y1 = r and y2 = 2r +
V2
2pib2
. Taking
these facts with the constant volume constrant, the inertial term may be rewritten
in terms of V1 and system parameters.
The forces acting upon the center-of-mass, motivated in §C.2, may be repre-
sented as
∑
Forces = 2piLrσ
R1
− ρgV2, where R1 is the radius of curvature of the
circular cap cross section of element 1, σ is the surface tension associated with that
interface, and g is the gravitational acceleration acting on element 2. It is conve-
nient to redefine the system in terms of V = V1 − 2piL2r, where V is the volume
between the gas-liquid interface of element 1 and the cylinder defined by 2piL2r. All
volumes are scaled by 2piL2r, time by
√
ρr2L/σ, a capillary time scale, and lengths
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by r. Newton’s law becomes d
dt
[
(1 + β2 (µ2 − V )) V˙
]
= µ1 (µ2 − V )− P (V ).
Here, β = 2L/b is constant and positive, µ1 = ρrLg/σ, µ2 = V2+V , and P (V )
is a nonlinear function of V . For our purposes, it was sufficient to construct P (V )
by numerical interpolation of pairs of V (R1) and P (R1) at a fixed L = 10 and
r = 1. A plot of P (V ) is shown in Fig. (C.3). µ1 represents a ratio of hydrostatic
and capillary pressures, while µ2 is the volume available to be exchanged between
V and V2.
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C.4 Phase Plane
It is convenient to define U = (1 + β2 (µ2 − V )) dVdt . The dynamical system may
then be written,
V˙ =
U
(1 + β2 (µ2 − V ))
U˙ = µ1 (µ2 − V )− P (V )
or x˙ = f(x;µ1, µ2). The system admits equilibria when U = 0 and µ1 (µ2 − V ) −
P (V ) = 0. Note, it is possible for multiple equilibria, but not gauranteed. In the
following sections we explore these equilibria, and their stability. The system of
equations has an associated Jacobian, Dxf . At equilibrium values of f(x;µ1, µ2),
tr(Dxf) = 0 and det(Dxf) = − µ2+DV P1+β2(µ2−V ) . The fact that tr(Dxf) = 0 is due to
the conservative nature of the oscillator. As a result, there are purely imaginary
eigenvalues when det(Dxf) > 0, but no Hopf bifurcations are observed. When
det(Dxf) > 0, the associated equilibrium point is a center, and when det(Dxf) < 0,
it is a saddle. A saddle-center bifurcation occurs when Dxf becomes singular, or
µ2+DV P
1+β2(µ2−V ) = 0. The criteria that f(x;µ1, µ2) = 0 and det(Dxf) = 0 may be
combined to parameterize the equilibria in terms of µ2, µ2 = V +
P (V )
µ1
, which is
plotted for several values in Fig. (C.4).
From this function, it is evident that for some values of µ1, there exists an
interval of µ2 for which there are two equilibria. At small µ2, a single center
exists. As µ2 is increased, a saddle-center bifurcation occurs, provided that
dµ2
dV
passes smoothly through zero. In this region, three equilibria exist: two stable
centers separated by a saddle. The stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle are
connected by two homoclinic loops, forming a separatrix. Increasing µ2 further
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Figure C.4: Volume versus µ2 for several values of µ1. µ1 = (0.5, 1, 3) as dashing
increases.
will lead to the annihilation of the smaller two equilibria, leaving again a single
center, but of relatively large magnitude. Characteristic phase portraits appear in
Fig. (C.5).
A codimension 2 bifurcation is observed. The values of (µ1, µ2) at which these
saddle-center bifurcations occur are given by the maxima and minima of the func-
tion µ2(V ) shown in Fig. (C.5). Finding these values, one recovers a cusp, shown
in Fig. (C.6). Inside of the cusp, are the parameter values in which 3 equilibria
coexist. Outside of the cusp, only one.
The frequencies of oscillation near each center, the ultimate goal of this anal-
ysis, may be estimated by linearizing the system around the equilibrium points,
resulting in the estimate, ω(V ∗) =
√
µ1+dP/dV (V ∗)
1+β2(µ2−V ∗) . The maximum frequency for
small meniscus shapes is calculated to be two orders of magnitude less than those
of the physical inspiration, and thus the physical pairing explored here is not likely
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the cause.
C.5 Conclusion
It is evident from the model equations that variation of several other parameters
may result in further unfolding of the system. Specifically, the value of L mediates
the pressure term, which might ultimately result in a codimension 3 bifurcation of
the cusp. These dynamics were not explored here.
The simple model developed here was shown to exhibit complicated dynam-
ics on the phase plane, but much more complicated dynamics might be possible
upon introduction of viscous damping. It seems the addition of a term effect-
ing tr(Dxf) may easily induce a Hopf bifurcation, and allow for the possibility of
further degeneracy. Upon the addition of periodic forcing, one would expect the
homoclinic loops, a structurally unstable feature, to disconnect, allowing the pos-
sibility of chaotic behavior in some regions of parameter space, homoclinic tangles
may occur. The approach of Melnikov may be utilized to explore this possibility.
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three equilibria exist, while outside of the cusp, only one is found.
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